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1 Introduction

An important question in the economics of innovation is how to structure rewards

for innovators. A long list of authors have argued that because an innovation’s quality is

unobservable, rewards must take the form of rights to profit from the innovation, rather

than a simple procurement contract.1 This manifests itself in the public policy through

patents, and in private contracts through licensing agreements that pay royalties.

A more recent debate has addressed how to reward cumulative innovations. When

one innovation will be built upon by future innovators, how should the rights of the

earlier innovator be balanced against the rewards of those who come later? In this

paper we address the role of sharing across innovators in the efficient reward of innovators

under incomplete information of the sort that motivates patents and royalty payments.

We show that, in a contracting environment that supports arbitrary ex ante sharing

agreements, the optimal allocation involves shared rights: history does not imply a

unique firm with rights to the profit flows that arise from the current state of the art.

We then contrast that allocation with regimes where institutional arrangements do not

allow for sharing, and show that lack of sharing leads to more variable and possibly

slower technological progress.

Sharing in our model relates to commonly observed practices in patents and licensing.

Patents offer protection in two ways: (1) competing innovations might be excluded by

being deemed unpatentable; and (2) a later innovation might be patentable but still

infringe on the earlier patent. In the second case, rents from the new innovation may

be shared through a licensing contract where both firms gain a fraction of additional

profit generated by their joint product. In cases where many innovators contribute to a

common technology, more contributors are eligible to share the profits.

In the information technology sector, for instance, the DVD player relies on a pool

of patents owned by many rights holders, who share the licensing fees that are paid

to the pool. Wireless networking standards like Bluetooth and the standard 802.11 for

1John Stuart Mill (1883) wrote that patents are useful “because the reward conferred by it depends

upon the invention’s being found useful, and the greater the usefulness, the greater the reward.”
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wireless routers are made up of many patents held by disparate innovators, who share

royalties from the standard. Other examples include the MPEG and MP3 standards

for file compression, and the 4G standard for cellular communication. Our model, then,

provides a rationale for these observed practices. Moreover, it addresses questions related

to the welfare loss if sharing were either difficult or ruled out by competition policy.2

Our model features a sequence of innovators who make quality improvements on

one another, i.e., later innovators stand on the shoulders of those who came before. In

the wireless networking example, for instance, standards undergo frequent revisions to

incorporate innovations that improve their functionality. Ideas for making improvements

arrive randomly. An innovator with an idea can develop a product with a quality that

is one unit greater than the previous maximum quality after paying a one-time cost to

develop his idea. This cost is innovator-specific but is drawn from a common distribution.

To maximize welfare, a social planner would like to implement any idea whose cost is

lower than its social benefit. The central question, then, is how to reward innovators so

that they are willing to pay the costs.

Without any sort of frictions, rewarding innovations is a trivial problem: each inno-

vator can be compensated for his contribution through a monetary payment. However,

neither an innovator’s expenditure toward the improvement nor the quality of his product

can be verified by the planner in our model. This matches the notion that the technolo-

gies we mention involve many innovations, and determining the marginal contribution

of any given innovation is not possible. This moral hazard problem leads to a situation

where an innovator cannot be compensated through a monetary payment. Instead, the

planner rewards the innovator with the opportunity to profit from innovations that em-

body his contribution. In contrast to a monetary payment, this reward ensures that the

innovator has an incentive to pay the cost to develop his idea, because the qualities and

hence profits of future products are contingent on the innovator’s contribution.

Since we study a model of cumulative innovation, there is scarcity in this form of

2While patent pools are currently allowed in the U.S., they have not always been, on the grounds

that they might be an anticompetitive way for rights holders to increase their market power. Our model

is silent on this possible cost of sharing, but does illuminate a key benefit of sharing.
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reward: market profits are limited and must be divided across innovators to provide

incentives. The planner must decide how to divide an innovator’s reward between mar-

keting his own innovation, perhaps excluding future innovators in the process, and al-

lowing the innovator to share in profits from future innovations that build on his original

contribution. If the planner excludes future innovators, this increases the incentive to

the current innovator by lengthening the time during which the innovator can market

his innovation. In Hopenhayn et al. (2006), sufficient conditions are developed such that

these exclusion rights are the only reward the innovator receives; when an improvement

arrives, the existing innovator’s right to profit ends. By contrast, the planner in our

environment always gives innovators a stake in future innovations; this also means that

multiple firms have rights to the profit flows at a moment in time.

One can equally interpret the planner’s allocation in our environment as the outcome

of a license that maximizes ex ante surplus among innovators, or as arising from a nor-

mative policy design problem. As such, one can interpret the shared rights as reflecting

licensing features such as patent pools, or policy choices such as weak patent rights.

When shared rights take the form of a patent pool, the pool must be ever growing since

our sharing rule involves an ever-improving product. Firms do not simply sell their

rights but rather share in the profits of future innovations. The proceeds from the state

of the art are divided among the innovators according to a preset rule: a constant share

is given to every new innovator when he is allowed into the pool, while old innovators’

shares are reduced proportionally to make room.

The optimal ex ante licensing contract brings to light a new sense in which a patent

pool might be “fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory” (FRAND). FRAND licensing

is a standard metric for judging patent pools, but existing interpretations of FRAND

pertain to the patent pool’s treatment of the users of the pooled patents, which in our

model are consumers. Our model is silent on this issue; here the focus is on the rules

by which innovators are allowed to join the pool. There is a preset equity share for

an innovation to join, which is common to all potential innovators, and therefore the

formation of the pool can be interpreted as FRAND with respect to new arrivals. One

can interpret a policymaker’s role here as to ensure treatment is FRAND even when
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contracts cannot be completely written ex ante.

The second implementation of shared rights in our model is through a lottery among

the risk-neutral innovators who share the rights. A winner keeps all future profits

promised to both winner and loser. This implementation makes it clear that sharing has

the benefit of being a convexification device for the planner. Without it, the planner

must choose to grant rights entirely to one innovator or another, rather than choosing

something in between. Viewed in this light, the policy with sharing naturally leads to

smoother levels of total rights granted than the policy without sharing. If sharing is

possible, improvements arrive at a constant rate and different arrivals generate equal

expected net social benefits.

The idea of intellectual property rights as random variables matches the notion of

weak patent rights in the literature, where the randomization is commonly interpreted

as litigation. This interpretation shows the sense in which shared rights, while possibly

having benefits, may come with substantial costs. Meurer and Bessen (2005) report that

costs for these suits range from nearly $500,000 for cases with $1 million at risk, up to

nearly $4 million for cases with more than $25 million at risk. One could also imagine

that the licensing contract that implements the optimal sharing allocation might be

impossible to negotiate in many environments. Rather than modeling the contracting

imperfections explicitly, our model allows us to assess the impact if the planner must

avoid sharing completely.

Without sharing, rights never come into conflict, in the sense that when the next

innovation is developed, there is unambiguously no property right left for past innovators.

The allocation without sharing can be thought of as a sequence of patents that do not

infringe on prior art, so that no issue of licensing arises. When sharing is avoided, the

allocation of rights is distorted. The arrival of improvements follows a less smooth path,

bypassing some higher net benefit ideas at the beginning and implementing other less

attractive ideas later on. We show that, in such cases, the lack of sharing can lead

to perpetual cycles in technological progress, in contrast to the smooth progress that

results from allocations with sharing.
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Related literature Our paper relates to several strands of the patent literature. It

takes up, in the spirit of Green and Scotchmer (1995), Scotchmer (1996), O’Donoghue

et al. (1998), O’Donoghue (1998), and Hopenhayn et al. (2006), among others, the

allocation of patent rights when early innovations are an input into the production

of subsequent innovations, and therefore rights granted to a later innovator reduce the

value of rights granted to an earlier innovator. Our model weds the sequential innovation

structure of Hopenhayn et al. (2006) and O’Donoghue et al. (1998) with an underlying

idea process in keeping with Scotchmer (1999). In contrast with Hopenhayn et al. (2006),

where the sequence of innovations has types that are associated with lower total and

marginal cost, our model has a type structure similar to Scotchmer (1999), where the

size and cost of the innovation are both “hard wired” to the innovator’s type. This

means that, whereas Hopenhayn et al. (2006) assumes that more protection improves

a given idea’s development at the intensive margin, and in a sufficiently strong way

to make rights exclusive, in our model greater rights granted by the planner can only

increase the extensive margin of innovation. We show that this difference leads to an

optimal allocations featuring sharing, patentability, and infringement from a problem

with explicit incomplete information, and therefore provides an informational foundation

for the optimal policies studied in many other papers on cumulative innovation that is

absent in Hopenhayn et al. (2006).

Our model also provides a new interpretation of patent pools and probabilistic

patents. Existing models of pools, such as Lerner and Tirole (2004) and Gallini (2012)

treat a pool as similar to mergers, focusing on the conduct of the pool vis-a-vis its cus-

tomers. Our interpretation offers a different view of patent pools: patent pools split

rights among competing innovators in a way that gives incentives for new members to

produce innovations that enhance the pool, which connects the sharing rules for patent

pools with the incentive-to-innovate issue at the heart of the optimal patent literature.

The notion of weak patent rights is introduced in Shapiro (2003), and the idea of patents

being probabilistic is reviewed in Lemley and Shapiro (2005). Whereas game theoretic

models of litigation often take the outcome of litigation to be random, our paper takes

a different view: rather than assume patent rights are weak, we provide foundations
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for such environments, addressing the question of why a planner would choose an ar-

rangement where patent rights are probabilistic. In this sense our paper provides an

underpinning for models that assume probabilistic patent rights.

Organization The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The environment is

described in Section 2. Section 3 describes optimal policies if sharing is costless. Section 4

discusses in more detail the interpretation of such policies as generating conflict. Section

5, motivated by these interpretations, takes the alternate view, constructing optimal

policies without sharing. In Section 6 we compare and contrast the outcomes under

the two scenarios and consider the possibility that the first innovator needs a greater

reward, for instance because of the high cost of the initial innovation, or because it is

less profitable than the follow-ups. Section 7 concludes, and we provide the proofs of all

the results in an appendix.

2 Model

2.1 Technology and preferences

The environment has an infinite horizon of continuous time. There are many inno-

vators (who we sometimes call firms) and a patent authority (who we sometimes call

the planner). Everyone is risk-neutral and discounts the future with a constant discount

rate r. Firms maximize profits, while the planner maximizes the sum of consumer sur-

plus and profits. We call an opportunity to generate an innovation an idea. Ideas arrive

with Poisson arrival rate λ. The idea comes to one of a continuum of innovators with

equal probability, so that with probability one each innovator has at most one idea, and

therefore an arrival can be treated as a unique event in the innovator’s life. The inno-

vator who receives the idea privately knows its arrival: the innovator’s identity becomes

public only if he reports the idea to the planner.

When the idea arrives, the innovator draws a cost of development c from a continuous

distribution F (c) with density f(c). The draw of c is also private information of the

innovator. To ensure that the planner’s problem is convex, we impose the usual reverse-
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hazard-rate assumption on f .

Assumption 1 f(c)
F (c)

weakly decreases in c.

Investment of c leads to an innovation. Innovations generate higher and higher

quality versions of the same good. Ideas are perishable, so the investment must be made

immediately after the idea arrives, or it is lost. Every innovation generates a product

whose quality is one unit greater than the previous maximum quality. In other words,

the nth innovation is a product of quality n. Our notion of an idea matches that in

Scotchmer (1999), which is a combination of a value and a cost required to achieve the

value; here the value of an idea is always one. In Appendix B we show that our results

extend to the case where value varies with cost; we also discuss how sharing can arise

when innovation size is endogenously chosen by the innovator. We focus on the case of

a fixed innovation size for analytic tractability in the body of the paper.

There is a single consumer who demands either zero or one physical unit of the good.

The benefit to the consumer of the good when quality is n and price is p is n − p. If

the consumer does not consume the good, his utility is zero. Firms have no cost of

production. If a firm has the exclusive rights to sell one unit of the good (i.e., the firm

is a monopolist), it sets price p to solve the following profit maximization problem

max
p

p

subject to n− p ≥ 0.

The firm makes n units of profits by charging the optimal price p = n. As in Hopenhayn

et al. (2006) we assume that there are no static distortions. Since we are interested

in the conflict that arises between early and late innovators when rights are scarce, we

focus on the role of dynamic forces exclusively.

2.2 Information and public history

We assume there is moral hazard. Both the investment and the quality of the good

are assumed to be unobserved by the planner. As in the literature on optimal patent
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design with asymmetric information, the moral hazard makes pure transfer policies im-

possible, since innovators would always prefer to underinvest and collect the prize.3 We

therefore focus on policies that reward innovators with the opportunity to market their

innovations, which mimic the observed practice of patent policies.

The moral hazard assumption is natural for cases like the information technology

examples that motivate our study of sharing. In those cases it is impractical to assess

the contribution of any given patent to the pool; doing so would require selling a variety

of versions of the product side by side to infer the marginal contribution of each of the

many innovations in the pool.4 Indeed, the determination of the shares of pool royalties

is very contentious in practice, underscoring the difficulty in determining the value of

each contribution.

In our model, an innovator with the exclusive rights to sell the leading-edge product

knows the quality of the product because it is equal to his profit. The planner may

ask the innovator to report the quality, to cross-check past innovators’ contributions.

However, we assume that, although the quality and market profits are observable by the

innovator, they are not verifiable. We further assume, as in Scotchmer (1999) and much

of the patent literature, that the consumer is a passive player who cannot be made to give

a report of quality.5 These informational limitations imply that an innovator will not

face punishment by the planner (or legal action by other innovators) when he claims an

innovation but actually does not develop it. We abstract from cross-reporting followed

by punishment or legal action because cross-reporting contracts are fraught with bribery

concerns (see Hopenhayn et al. (2006)) and are studied in more detail in a literature

3Without asymmetric information of any type, the optimal policy would be simple: transfer c to the

inventor if c is less than the social gain from the innovation. If c were unobserved but moral hazard

were absent, the planner would then choose a cutoff c̄ and offer a transfer of c̄ to all innovators. The

only difference would be that inframarginal cost types would earn an information rent. In either case,

the problem becomes one of public finance: how to raise the resources.
4The MPEG pool has more than 1000 patents, for instance. As a result, one would need to offer many

different versions, and observe cash flows very frequently, to back out the contribution of individual

innovators.
5Kremer (2000), Chari et al. (2012), Weyl and Tirole (2012) and Henry (2010) study situations

where the planner uses market signals.
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following Kremer (1998).

The history at every point in time is defined as follows. Let mt be the number

of innovators who have reported an idea up to time t. For the ith innovator, i ∈
{1, 2, ..., mt}, denote his (reported) arrival time as ti and his (reported) development

cost as ci. The public history of reports at t is

ht ≡ {t,mt, (ti, ci)
mt

i=1},

which records the number of innovators who have reported ideas, their arrival times,

and cost types.6 Because we have ruled out cross-reporting, history does not contain

any information on the quality of the product or market profits. For later convenience,

let ht− ≡ lims↑t hs be the history immediately before t. That is, ht− is the history at

the beginning of t and before the realization of any time-t shocks; ht equals ht− plus the

arrival (if any) reported in time t. Let Ht be the set of all histories at time t, i.e.,

Ht ≡ {ht : t ≥ 0, mt is an integer, 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < ... < tmt
≤ t, (ci)

mt

i=1 ≥ 0} .

Next we describe the evolution of ht. If ǫ > 0 is a small positive number, then the

number of new arrivals at the beginning of t + ǫ is either zero or one. With probability

1 − λǫ, no idea arrives and mt+ǫ = mt. In this case the new history is ht+ǫ = {t +
ǫ,mt, (ti, ci)

mt

i=1}. With probability λǫ, one idea arrives and mt+ǫ = mt+1. If the new in-

novator reports cost c, then the new history is ht+ǫ = {t+ ǫ,mt + 1, ((ti, ci)
mt

i=1, (t+ ǫ, c))}.

2.3 Allocations

The timing within date t is as follows. First, the uncertainty about whether a new

idea will arrive is realized. If a new idea arrives, then the innovator with the idea draws

a private cost c. If the innovator reports cost c̃ to the planner, a new history ht is

generated by ht = {ht−, (t, c̃)}. The innovator decides whether to report truthfully after

observing the public history ht− and his private cost. If no idea arrives, ht = ht−. Second,

conditional on ht, the planner makes a recommendation to the innovator whether to pay

the investment cost. Denote this recommendation as C(ht) ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 means

6The private history of an innovator who arrives at time t is ht plus his privately observed cost.
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“do not invest” and 1 means “invest.” The innovator decides whether to follow the

recommendation. If he invests, the quality of the leading-edge product is increased by

one; otherwise, the quality remains unchanged. Third, conditional on ht, the planner

determines the identity of an exclusive rights holder for the leading-edge product through

an indicator function I(ht, ·) : {1, 2, ..., mt} → {0, 1}; i.e., innovator i holds the exclusive
rights if and only if I(ht, i) = 1. At most one of {I(ht, i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ mt} can be 1 and the

planner may allow no innovator to profit in a given instant by choosing I(ht, i) = 0 for

all i. The planner also charges a fee, φ(ht) ∈ R, in exchange for the rights granted; fees

collected are rebated to the consumer lump sum. Finally, production and consumption

take place.

Although the planner does not observe the quality of the product, she can infer it if

all innovators report truthfully and follow her recommendations. This inferred quality

is nt ≡
∑mt

i=1C(hti).

Definition 1 A mechanism (or an allocation) is a history-dependent plan (C(ht),

I(ht, i), φ(ht)) for all t ≥ 0, all ht ∈ Ht, and all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., mt}.

At time zero, the planner designs the mechanism and commits to it. We study how the

mechanism affects innovators’ incentives next.

2.4 Innovators’ strategies and payoffs

At time t there may be two types of innovators: an innovator with no idea, and an

innovator i with an idea and a development cost of c. First, we consider innovators’

payoffs when they report truthfully and always follow the planner’s recommendation. If

an innovator has no idea and reports “no idea,” then he receives no rights and pays no

fees and therefore his payoff is zero. If innovator i reports his cost c truthfully, receives

a recommendation C(ht) = 1, and follows the recommendation to invest, then his payoff

is

E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)(ns − φ(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

− c.
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Here the expectation is taken with respect to uncertain future histories hs conditional on

the history ht and under the assumption that future innovators would report truthfully

and follow the planner’s recommendations too. Recall that we have described the law

of motion of {hs; s ≥ t} earlier. If innovator i reports c truthfully, receives C(ht) = 0,

and follows the recommendation that he should not invest, then his payoff is

E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)(ns − φ(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

.

Second, we consider innovator i’s payoff when he either misreports his type or does

not follow the planner’s recommendation, or both. If innovator i reports c̃ 6= c, then the

history at t becomes

h̃t ≡ {ht−, (t, c̃)} .

Since c would never be revealed, the after-t history under misreporting follows the same

law of motion as under truth telling, except for a different initial condition h̃t 6= ht. We

denote the after-t history as {h̃s; s ≥ t} and will elaborate on it further in the following.

If C(h̃t) = 1 and the innovator follows the recommendation to invest, then his payoff is

U(c, c̃, 1) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(h̃s, i)(ñs − φ(h̃s))ds
∣

∣h̃t

]

− c, (1)

where the first two arguments of U are the innovator’s true cost c and reported cost c̃,

respectively, and the last argument 1 means that the innovator “invests.” If C(h̃t) = 1

but the innovator does not invest, then future qualities will all be lower by one, and

therefore the payoff to shirking, which is independent of c, is

U(c̃, 0) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(h̃s, i)(ñs − 1− φ(h̃s))ds
∣

∣h̃t

]

. (2)

Note that, despite a lower quality, the after-t history {h̃s; s ≥ t} under shirking in (2) is

identical to that in (1). This is because future innovators are unaware of any previous

shirking when they report their types and make investment decisions; they only detect

the shirking after they are granted exclusive rights to sell the leading-edge product and

observe cash flows. Therefore, innovator i’s shirking (and a lower quality thereafter)

does not affect future innovators’ strategies (i.e., future innovators still report their

types truthfully and follow the planner’s recommendations).
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If C(h̃t) = 0, the innovator’s payoff when he does and does not invest are, respectively,

U(c, c̃, 1) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(h̃s, i)(ñs + 1− φ(h̃s))ds
∣

∣h̃t

]

− c, (3)

U(c̃, 0) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(h̃s, i)(ñs − φ(h̃s))ds
∣

∣h̃t

]

. (4)

Again, the after-t histories {h̃s; s ≥ t} are the same in (3) and (4).

Finally, if innovator i hides his idea (i.e., he has an idea but reports “no idea”), then

his payoff is zero. On the other hand, if an innovator with no idea reports an idea with

cost c̃, then his payoff is U(c̃, 0) defined in either (2) or (4) since he cannot invest.

2.5 Incentive compatibility and the planner’s problem

Definition 2 A mechanism is incentive compatible (IC), if for any public history

ht− and any private shock an innovator receives at time t, the innovator prefers to report

his type truthfully and follow the planner’s investment recommendation. In particular,

if he has no idea, then

0 ≥ U(c̃, 0), ∀c̃. (5)

If he has an idea with cost c and C(ht) = 1 for ht = {ht−, (t, c)}, then

U(c, c, 1) ≥ max {0, U(c, c̃, 1), U(c̃, 0)} , ∀c̃. (6)

If C(ht) = 0, then

U(c, 0) ≥ max {0, U(c, c̃, 1), U(c̃, 0)} , ∀c̃. (7)

Because the planner has commitment, the revelation principle applies and we could

restrict attention to IC mechanisms. We turn to the planner’s problem next.

The discounted social value of an innovation is r−1, since the quality improvement

of one unit is always generating profits for some firm (if exclusive rights are granted)

or consumer surplus (if no innovator is granted exclusive rights and the price is zero).

Therefore, the planner’s expected payoff conditional on the arrival of an idea at ht− is

∫ ∞

0

C(ht)(r
−1 − c)f(c)dc, where ht = {ht−, (t, c)}.
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Note that the fees do not enter the social welfare function: they increase the consumer

surplus but decrease firms’ profits. The planner’s total discounted payoff under a mech-

anism σ ≡ {(C(ht), I(ht, ·), φ(ht)); t ≥ 0, ht ∈ Ht} is

V (σ) ≡ E

[ ∞
∑

i=1

e−rti

(
∫ ∞

0

C(hti)(r
−1 − c)f(c)dc

)

]

.

The planner’s problem is to design an IC mechanism σ to maximize V (σ).

2.6 Simplification

This subsection presents a few properties of IC mechanisms, which we will use to

simplify the planner’s problem later on. Suppose the history is ht = {ht−, (t, c)}, i.e.,
innovator i reports an idea with cost c at time t.

Lemma 1 If C(ht) = 0, then U(c, 0) = 0.

There can be neither reward nor punishment for an innovator who receives a recommen-

dation that he should not invest. If there is a reward, an innovator with no idea would

pretend to have an idea. If there is a punishment, an innovator with an idea would hide

the arrival of his idea.

Lemma 2 If C(ht) = 1 and c′ < c, then C(h′
t) = 1 for h′

t = {ht−, (t, c
′)}.

This result is not surprising: if the planner implements an idea c, then she should

implement the idea c′ that is even better (in the sense that it requires a lower cost). The

recommendation for investment must be a cutoff rule. Define the cutoff

c̄(ht−) ≡ sup{c : C(ht) = 1 for ht = {ht−, (t, c)}},

and innovator i is recommended to invest if and only if c is below c̄(ht−).

Lemma 3 For any IC mechanism σ ≡ {C, I, φ} and any history ht at which innovator

i is recommended not to invest (i.e., C(ht) = 0), a modified mechanism σ̃ ≡ {C, Ĩ, φ} is

IC with V (σ̃) = V (σ), where

Ĩ(hs, j) =







0, if s ≥ t, history hs follows ht, and j = i;

I(hs, j), otherwise.
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Lemma 3 allows us to restrict attention to mechanisms that grant no rights to innovators

who receive recommendations that they should not invest. Although V (σ̃) = V (σ), we

show (after Lemma 5) that the modified σ̃ may allow for further modifications that are

welfare improving.

If innovator i is recommended to invest, i.e., C(ht) = 1, then define his expected

discounted duration of rights as

d1(ht) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣ht

]

.

Lemma 4 If C(ht) = 1, then d1(ht) ≥ c̄(ht−).

The intuition for Lemma 4 can be easily obtained if c = c̄(ht−). In this case, the

innovator with cost c̄(ht−) is recommended to invest. If he does so, his payoff is

U(c, c, 1) = E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)(ns − φ(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

− c̄(ht−).

If he reports c but does not invest, his payoff is

U(c, 0) = E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)(ns − 1− φ(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

= E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)(ns − φ(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

− d1(ht).

Then d1(ht) ≥ c̄(ht−) must hold for him to be willing to invest.

Lemma 4 shows the sense in which the exclusive rights to sell the leading-edge product

are scarce. Recall that the planner’s payoff conditional on an arrival is

R(c̄) ≡
∫ c̄

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc.

The planner would like to choose c̄ = r−1: every idea whose cost is less than its social

benefit r−1 ought to be implemented. In this case, however, Lemma 4 requires that each

innovator receive a discounted duration of at least r−1. In other words, each innova-

tor must be made a perpetual rights holder after his arrival. This certainly generates

conflicts between early and late arrivals.

Lemma 5 For any IC mechanism σ ≡ {C, I, φ} and any history ht− at which innovator

i faces an investment cutoff c̄, there exists a modified IC mechanism σ̃ ≡ {C, Ĩ, φ̃} with

V (σ̃) = V (σ) and
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(i) Ĩ(hs, j) = I(hs, j), ∀hs, ∀j 6= i;

(ii) φ̃(hs) = φ(hs) and Ĩ(hs, i) = I(hs, i) except on

{hs : hs follows ht = {ht−, (t, c)} for some c ≤ c̄ and I(hs, i) = 1};

(iii) if ht = {ht−, (t, c)} for some c ≤ c̄, then

E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)Ĩ(hs, i)ds
∣

∣ht

]

= c̄.

The proof of Lemma 5 shows how to modify the duration promises such that investing

innovators receive exactly c̄ and modify the fees such that the mechanism remains IC.

Lemma 5 allows us to restrict attention to mechanisms that grant exactly c̄ to innova-

tors who are recommended to invest. Recall that Lemma 3 allows us to restrict attention

to mechanisms that grant no rights to innovators who receive recommendations that they

should not invest. Although the planner’s payoff is unaffected by the modifications in

Lemmas 3 and 5 (i.e., V (σ̃) = V (σ)), the planner may have another modification in

which she uses the rights saved from innovator i to reward later innovators. This last

modification raises the cutoff for later innovators and is welfare improving.

Given the above lemmas, we simplify the mechanism to {c̄(ht−), I(ht, ·); t ≥ 0, ht ∈
Ht}. We replace C(ht) by c̄(ht−) because the recommendation for investment is a cutoff

rule. We eliminate φ(ht) from the mechanism because the fees are welfare neutral and,

as the proof of Lemma 5 shows, they can always be designed such that the mechanism

is IC. To summarize, the planner’s problem is

max
c̄(ht−),I(ht,·)

t≥0,ht∈Ht

E

[ ∞
∑

i=1

e−rtiR (c̄(hti−))

]

subject to c̄(hti−) = E

[
∫ ∞

ti

e−r(s−ti)I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣hti

]

, i = 1, 2, ...,

where c̄(hti−) = E
[

∫∞
ti

e−r(s−ti)I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣hti

]

is both the cutoff cost and the promised

duration if innovator i claims a cost below c̄(hti−). All innovators with a cost be-

low c̄(hti−) at ti receive the same duration c̄(hti−). Note that we do not deal with

IC constraints from now on, since they are always satisfied if the planner chooses the

appropriate fees.
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3 Solving the planner’s problem

3.1 A recursive formulation

At history ht, the future duration promised to innovator i, who arrives before t (i.e.,

ti ≤ t), is E
[∫∞

t
e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)ds

∣

∣ht

]

. The sum of durations promised to all existing

innovators is

d ≡
∑

i,ti≤t

E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣ht

]

,

while the duration available to subsequent innovators is r−1− d. The planner’s problem

starting from time t onward is to efficiently allocate the remaining duration r−1 − d

among future innovators to maximize

V (ht) ≡ E

[ ∞
∑

i,ti>t

e−r(ti−t)R (c̄(hti−))
∣

∣ht

]

.

We make two remarks about the maximized welfare V (ht). First, d matters for the above

maximization problem. A greater d limits what can be offered to future innovators, and

this is the fundamental scarcity that leads to conflict and makes the solution differ from

the first best. Second, V (ht) relies on the history ht only through d. The planner, whose

objective is to maximize the welfare gains of future innovations, does not care about

the ownership structure behind d (i.e., which past innovator owns how much of d). She

only cares about r−1 − d, the total duration that she can allocate to future innovators.

Formally, we have

Lemma 6 If ht and h̃s are two histories such that d(ht) = d(h̃s), then V (ht) = V (h̃s).

Put differently, d is a sufficient statistic for the history ht. Summarizing histories in this

way allows us to rewrite the planner’s value function as V (d).

Next, we transform the planner’s sequence problem into a dynamic programming

problem, using d as the state variable. We start with a description of the evolution of

the state variable in this dynamic programming problem. Suppose the planner finds

herself with an outstanding duration promise of d at time t. Let ǫ > 0 be a small

number. The history ht+ǫ at time t+ ǫ can be one of three cases: (1) no idea arrives; (2)
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an idea with cost c > c̄(ht+ǫ−) arrives; or (3) an idea with cost c ≤ c̄(ht+ǫ−) arrives. To

simplify notation, we suppress the dependence of ht+ǫ on ht and denote the history ht+ǫ

as “no idea”, “do not invest”, and “invest”, respectively. In the first two cases, the set

of rights holders does not change from t to t+ ǫ (in the second case the innovator with

cost c > c̄(ht+ǫ−) does not receive rights), while in the third case, the new innovator

with cost c ≤ c̄(ht+ǫ−) becomes a new rights holder. The state variables at histories “no

idea” and “do not invest” are, respectively,

d(no idea) ≡
∑

i,ti≤t

E

[
∫ ∞

t+ǫ

e−r(s−(t+ǫ))I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣no idea

]

,

d(c) ≡
∑

i,ti≤t

E

[
∫ ∞

t+ǫ

e−r(s−(t+ǫ))I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣do not invest

]

, ∀c > c̄(ht+ǫ−).

Again, we have suppressed the dependence of d(no idea) and d(c) on ht. Because there

is one more rights holder at the history “invest,” the state variable is the sum of the

duration d0 for innovators who arrive before t and the duration d1 for the new innovator

mt + 1 who arrives at t + ǫ. That is,

d0(c) ≡
∑

i,ti≤t

E

[
∫ ∞

t+ǫ

e−r(s−(t+ǫ))I(hs, i)ds
∣

∣invest

]

, ∀c ≤ c̄(ht+ǫ−),

d1 ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t+ǫ

e−r(s−(t+ǫ))I(hs, mt + 1)ds
∣

∣invest

]

.

Recall from subsection 2.6 that d1 = c̄(ht+ǫ−) does not depend on c.

Suppose the planner offers to the incumbents a fraction y ∈ [0, 1] of the instants in

[t, t + ǫ). The planner may freely dispose of instants by choosing y < 1, leaving 1 − y

unassigned to any one, and letting the leading-edge product be sold at the marginal

cost of zero. The following promise-keeping (PK) constraint ensures that the planner

delivers the promised d to the incumbents:

d = yǫ+ e−rǫ

[

(1− λǫ)d(no idea) + λǫ

[
∫ d1

0

d0(c)f(c)dc+

∫ ∞

d1

d(c)f(c)dc

]]

, (8)

where λǫ is the probability of an arrival, and conditional on the arrival
∫ d1

0
d0(c)f(c)dc

and
∫∞
d1

d(c)f(c)dc are the duration for the incumbents when the new innovator does
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and does not invest, respectively. The Bellman equation for the value function is

V (d) = max e−rǫ

[

(1− λǫ)V (d(no idea)) + λǫ

[
∫ ∞

d1

V (d(c))f(c)dc (9)

+

∫ d1

0

(

r−1 − c+ V (d0(c) + d1)
)

f(c)dc

]]

.

Because r−1 already accounts for future contributions of the innovation developed at

t + ǫ, the continuation value V (d0(c) + d1) must exclude those contributions to avoid

double counting. This is consistent with the definition of V (·) as the discounted value

of future, but not existing, innovations. As in standard dynamic contracting problems,

the planner maximizes the right-hand side of (9) by choosing y and the future state

variables (i.e., promises d(no idea), d(c), d0(c), and d1) subject to the PK constraint.

3.2 A restricted problem

Problem (9) is not easily solvable due to its large number of control variables. To

proceed, we impose two restrictions: (1) d(c) and d0(c) cannot rely on c; and (2) d =

d(no idea) = d(c), ∀c > c̄(ht+ǫ−). In other words, the state variable remains constant

until the next innovator who invests arrives, and conditional on such an arrival, the new

state variable d0+d1 does not depend on the new innovator’s cost. The intuition for why

the above restrictions are innocuous is as follows. Because the planner’s value function

V is concave in d, she would not let d change frequently. If no idea arrives, there is

certainly no need to change d. If an idea arrives but is abandoned, it is as if no idea

arrives and d does not respond either. When an innovator arrives and claims rights, the

duration to prior innovators does need to change to make room for the new innovator.

However, it is optimal for the planner to choose a constant d0, which would minimize

the variation of the new state variable d0 + d1. We confirm this intuition by showing in

Appendix B that the planner’s objective would not improve even if we remove the two

restrictions and allow for more general policies.

In the rest of this subsection, we shall simplify the PK constraint and the Bellman

equation using the above restrictions. The next subsection solves for the optimal policies

in the restricted problem.
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The PK constraint and the Bellman equation in (8) and (9) rely on a small number

ǫ > 0, and they are essentially discrete-time approximations of their continuous-time

counterparts. The standard approach to deriving the PK constraint and the Bellman

equation in continuous time is to take limit ǫ → 0, but this requires a fair amount of

algebra. We follow a more transparent approach below.

Recall that a new innovator invests if and only if his cost is below a cutoff, which

equals d1. Such an innovator arrives with Poisson rate λF (d1) and we denote his arrival

time as τ . Under the restriction d = d(no idea) = d(c), past innovators’ duration promise

remains constant from t to τ and jumps to d0 at τ . Therefore, the PK constraint is

d = E

[
∫ τ

t

e−r(s−t)ds
∣

∣ht

]

y + E
[

e−r(τ−t)
∣

∣ht

]

d0,

where E
[∫ τ

t
e−r(s−t)ds|ht

]

y is the expected rights offered to the incumbents from t to τ ,

and d0 is the rights offered from τ onwards. The discount factor E
[

e−r(τ−t)|ht

]

brings

d0, which is discounted to τ , back to time t. After some algebra, the PK constraint

becomes7

d =
1

r + λF (d1)
y +

λF (d1)

r + λF (d1)
d0. (10)

Since y ≤ 1, the PK constraint (10) is equivalent to an inequality8

d ≤ 1

r + λF (d1)
+

λF (d1)

r + λF (d1)
d0. (11)

If (11) is slack, then y = (r + λF (d1))d − λF (d1)d0 < 1: some intervening instants are

not assigned to any innovator in order to satisfy the PK constraint (10). The Bellman

equation for V (d) is

V (d) = max
d0≥0,d1≥0,

d0+d1≤r−1

E
[

e−r(τ−t)
∣

∣ht

]

(
∫ d1

0

(r−1 − c)
f(c)

F (d1)
dc+ V (d1 + d0)

)

,

7Because the density function for τ is λF (d1)e
−λF (d1)(x−t) at x ≥ t,

E

[
∫ τ

t

e−r(s−t)ds
∣

∣ht

]

=

∫ ∞

t

[
∫ x

t

e−r(s−t)ds

]

λF (d1)e
−λF (d1)(x−t)dx =

1

r + λF (d1)
,

E
[

e−r(τ−t)
∣

∣ht

]

=

∫ ∞

t

e−r(x−t)λF (d1)e
−λF (d1)(x−t)dx =

λF (d1)

r + λF (d1)
.

8Strictly speaking, the constraint y ≥ 0 makes (10) more restrictive than (11). However, the con-

straint y ≥ 0 never binds in our model and does not play any role.
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where
∫ d1

0
(r−1 − c) f(c)

F (d1)
dc is the planner’s payoff from an idea conditional on the event

that its cost is below d1. Simplifying the above equation yields

V (d) = max
d0≥0,d1≥0,

d0+d1≤r−1

λR(d1)

r + λF (d1)
+

λF (d1)

r + λF (d1)
V (d1 + d0), (12)

subject to (11).

So far we have shown that the duration promises delivered by a mechanism {c̄, I}
must satisfy the PK constraint (11). To fully justify the recursive approach, we also

need to show that, if a sequence of duration promises satisfies the PK constraint, it can

be delivered by some mechanism, i.e., there exists an indicator function I such that the

duration promises are delivered by I. Lemma 9 in Appendix B shows this.

3.3 Optimal policies

We define sharing to be the allocation of rights to multiple innovators at the same

history:

Definition 3 An optimal policy has sharing at d if d0(d) > 0 and d1(d) > 0.

We describe in Section 4 the sense in which such policies might generate cost, and the

sense in which policies that do not have sharing are more easily adjudicated. For now

we simply state the definition, and study whether policies involve sharing, so defined.

The optimal policy has three regions, as defined in the following proposition. The

proof of the proposition is contained in Appendix A; here we state the optimal policy

and explain the intuition behind it.

Proposition 1 Define d̄ to be the value in (0, r−1) such that

rd̄+ λF (d̄)d̄ = 1. (13)

The optimal policy rule is:

(i) if d ∈
(

d̄, r−1
]

, then d0 + d1 = d and the PK constraint (11) binds, i.e.,

d0(d) = d− h(1− rd) > 0, d1(d) = h(1− rd) > 0,

where h(·) is the inverse of λF (d1)d1;
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(ii) there is a number d∗ ∈ (0, d̄), such that if d ∈ [d∗, d̄], then d0 = 0 and (11) binds,

i.e., d1(d) = F−1
(

1−rd
λd

)

≡ g(d);

(iii) if d < d∗, then d0 = 0, d1(d) = g(d∗) and (11) is slack.

Variables d∗ and d̄ are the cutoffs for the binding PK constraint and for the policy to

exhibit sharing: the PK constraint binds if and only if d > d∗, and the policy function

involves sharing if and only if d > d̄. For small d, the PK constraint can be satisfied using

only time before the next arrival, and therefore the PK constraint is slack; as a result

the policy function involves no sharing since a slack PK constraint implies d0(d) = 0.9

This immediately implies that d∗ ≤ d̄.

In order to determine the values of d∗ and d̄ we need to understand the optimal policy

for d > d∗. The functions g(d) and h(1−rd) are the optimal d1(d) on [d∗, d̄] and
[

d̄, r−1
]

,

respectively. In the following discussion, we will use d̄ to denote the value defined in

(13), and then explain why the d̄ in (13) is indeed the cutoff above which sharing occurs.

Both g(d) and h(1− rd) are decreasing in d. Monotonicity of g(d) and h(1− rd) reflects

the fundamental scarcity in this model: a greater promise to incumbents reduces what

can be offered to future innovators.

If d = d̄, then d1 = g(d̄) = d̄ and d0 = 0, and so d = 1
r+λF (d1)

; the duration

promise of d̄ = d1 is exactly delivered by granting to the incumbents all instants before

a new innovator whose cost is below d̄ arrives. This policy allocates every instant of

time to some innovator, and perfectly smooths duration across innovators (including

the incumbents) since the state variable remains d̄ and therefore the policy remains the

same. d̄ is the highest promise for all innovators if the total duration of r−1 is to be

divided equally. Smoothing is valuable, intuitively, because nonsmooth paths (where the

cutoff c̄t varies over time) substitute higher cost innovations for lower cost innovations.

Therefore, starting from d̄, it is optimal to use all instants and perfectly smooth through

a constant cutoff d̄.

9By contradiction, suppose for some d the PK constraint is slack and d0(d) > 0. The policy

(d0(d), d1(d)) cannot be optimal, as it is dominated by (d̃0, d̃1) = (d0(d)− ǫ, d1(d) + ǫ): the new policy

(d̃0, d̃1) still satisfies the PK constraint (because it is slack), increases the next innovator’s investment

cutoff (and welfare), and leaves the future state variable d0 + d1 unchanged.
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This smoothing logic extends to d > d̄, with slight modification. When d > d̄, market

time is insufficient to cover a sequence of duration promises of d1 = d̄. However, the

planner can allocate all instants, and perfectly smooth the remaining time, by offering

a constant but lower duration promise to all future innovators and leaving the rest to

satisfy the initial duration promise. Then d0 + d1 = d ensures smoothing: the total

duration promise stays at d forever and the cutoff c̄t equals d1 = h(1− rd) < d̄ forever.10

Since both d1 and d0 are positive in this range, there is sharing.11 Because there is no

sharing at d̄, but there is sharing for all d > d̄, we conclude that the d̄ defined in (13) is

indeed the cutoff d̄ where sharing begins.

When d ∈ [d∗, d̄], it follows from d0 = 0 and the binding PK constraint that d =

1
r+λF (d1)

. Solving for d1 yields d1 = F−1
(

1−rd
λd

)

≡ g(d). Intuitively, g(d) is the inverse

function of the binding PK constraint. When d ≤ d̄, the PK constraint d ≤ 1
r+λF (d1)

can

be rewritten as d1 ≤ g(d). Appendix A defines g(d∗) as the unconstrained optimal d1 for

the right-hand side of the Bellman equation under d0 = 0. So the constraint d1 ≤ g(d)

binds only if d > d∗ (i.e., g(d) < g(d∗)); if d ≤ d∗, d1 equals the unconstrained maximizer

g(d∗).

Finally, we explain why d∗ < d̄, or equivalently, why the unconstrained maximizer

of d1 is above d̄. The sequence of duration promises for future innovators is (d̄, d̄, d̄, ...)

if d1 = d̄, and is (d̄ + ǫ, h(1 − r(d̄ + ǫ)), h(1 − r(d̄ + ǫ)), ...) if d1 = d̄ + ǫ for a small

ǫ > 0. In both cases, all instants after the first innovator arrives are allocated (after the

first innovator arrives, the PK constraint binds in both cases because the state variable

stays forever at either d̄ or d̄ + ǫ). Therefore, the total (discounted) duration promise

for all innovators is equal to the (discounted) instants after the first innovator arrives,

which is λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

. Raising d1 from d̄ to d̄+ǫ has a first-order benefit: if the first investing

innovator arrives sooner, the instants after his arrival and the total duration promise will

increase, which improves welfare. The downside is that it distorts future arrivals because

10Because d0 + d1 = d, the binding PK constraint is d = 1
r+λF (d1)

+ λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

d0 = 1
r+λF (d1)

+

λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

(d − d1), which implies 1 − rd = λF (d1)d1, or d1 = h(1 − rd). Because d > d̄ and h is

monotonic, d1 = h(1− rd) < h(1− rd̄) = d̄.
11That d0(d) > 0 is because d̄− h(1 − rd̄) = 0 and d− h(1− rd) increases in d.
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d1 > d̄ implies that the first innovator gets more duration than all subsequent ones, i.e.,

d̄+ ǫ > h(1− r(d̄+ ǫ)). But for small ǫ this distortion cost is not first order, because the

duration is nearly perfectly smoothed. Hence the planner will prefer d1 = d̄ + ǫ when

the PK constraint d1 ≤ g(d) is slack.

With the policy in hand, we can discuss dynamics, and the role of sharing. Generi-

cally, the optimal policy jumps to a point where there is perpetual sharing.

Corollary 1 From any initial d, the state variable (d0 + d1) jumps immediately to a

constant level. For initial d 6= d̄, this constant level is strictly greater than d̄, so d0 and

d1 are both strictly positive, i.e., there is sharing forever.

Key to the sharing mechanism are two properties. First, the states with sharing are

absorbing. If existing innovators will share duration with the next innovator, because

the planner wants to perfectly smooth the duration promises to all future innovators,

it is optimal for existing innovators to also share duration with every future innovator.

Second, the planner prefers to enter the absorbing sharing states by offering the first

innovator more duration than subsequent ones. As explained in the paragraph before

Corollary 1, in the absence of old innovators (i.e., when the initial PK constraint is

slack), doing so will increase the total duration promise for future innovators and hence

will improve welfare.

We generate optimal allocations where more than one innovator holds a claim to

future profits. This contrasts with Hopenhayn et al. (2006), where sufficient conditions

are developed such that the optimal system does not involve sharing. They assume there

is sufficient heterogeneity in types to ensure that sharing is never optimal; the planner

concentrates rights in the hands of a few innovators who use rights most efficiently.

We offer a contrast, where heterogeneity is not as extreme, and therefore the optimal

policy generates sharing. Presumably heterogeneity varies across different industries,

and therefore one might think of the papers as providing guidance as to why sharing

is more prevalent in some industries than in others.12 In Appendix B we discuss the

12Industries may differ in the degree of heterogeneity of innovation opportunities, for instance because

some industries are more characterized by exploration and others by exploitation (see Akcigit and Kerr

(2010)).
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relationship between heterogeneity and sharing in more detail.

Example 1 (Uniform density) To further build understanding of the optimal policy,

suppose that the density f is uniform on [0, 1] and r = λ = 1. In this case we can solve

for the optimal policy analytically by solving polynomial equations. Since d̄ satisfies

d̄ 2 + d̄ = 1, it is −1+
√
5

2
, the golden ratio. The value function is

V (d) =



















(1− d∗)
(

0.5 +
√
2− d∗−1

)

, d ≤ d∗ ≈ 0.591;

(1− d)
(

0.5 +
√
2− d−1

)

, d ∈ [d∗, d̄];
√
1− d− 0.5(1− d), d ≥ d̄.

Figures 1 and 2 plot the value function and the policy functions. In Figure 2, d1 has three

segments. The flat part where d < d∗ corresponds to the region where the PK constraint

is slack. The segment between d∗ and d̄ is given by d1(d) = g(d) = 1−d
d
. The last segment

for d > d̄ is described by the policies d0 = d−
√
1− d > 0 and d1 =

√
1− d > 0.

4 Implementing optimal duration with patents or

licensing contracts

The previous section defines sharing to be the case where both the current and past

innovators are promised some time selling the leading-edge product; the optimal contract

employs such sharing, from (at the latest) the second innovation onward. In this section

we describe how the optimal allocation of the previous section could be achieved through

a system of patent rules, or alternatively through a licensing agreement entered into ex

ante by the set of potential innovators.

One interpretation of the optimal contract is as the design of an optimal policy for

patents. We see, on the one hand, that some ideas would not be allowed to profit at all;

ideas with cost greater than d1 are not offered sufficient protection to be developed. We

interpret this as being unpatentable, although our mechanism design approach implies

that this decision is made completely by the innovator and is not adjudicated by the

planner; the planner simply sorts out what she seeks to be unpatentable by a sufficiently

high patent fee.
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On the other hand, innovations that are allowed to generate profits for the innovator

(i.e., patents issued) share with prior patents. In practice, this could be achieved in

several ways. For instance, when a new patent infringes on an old one, the two parties

must come to a licensing agreement. Alternatively, if infringement is not clear, the firms

could potentially engage in litigation.

One preset rule that allocates rights with sharing is a lottery. Suppose there is one

incumbent with a promise, d. When sharing is called for, the new innovator and the

incumbent are prescribed d1 and d0, respectively. Rather than maintain that promise

for both firms, the planner could have a lottery: one of the two will be chosen to be the

new incumbent, and given a promise of d0 + d1. A lottery assigns the identity of the

new incumbent, with, for instance, the new innovator replacing the old incumbent with

probability d1
d0+d1

. Because the innovators are risk neutral, this lottery version of sharing

achieves the same allocation. In the tradition of the literature on weak patent rights,

a natural interpretation of probabilistic protection is as litigation. Here the policy uses

litigation as a method of allocating profits to different contributors; the odds of a firm

winning the litigation is tied to its share of the duration promise offered to the two

innovators under the optimal policy.

Alternatively, one can implement sharing through licensing contracts under the cir-

cumstance where later patents infringe on early ones. The licensing rules is a set of li-

censing agreements arranged ex ante among the potential innovators; that is, the patent

policy offers a right of exclusion to all the rights holders who have a share of the profits,

and the rights holders have agreed to a preset sharing rule at time zero that maximizes

expected surplus of all potential innovators.

Under the licensing implementation, the innovators form an ever-growing pool of the

patents that have arrived. If the first innovator has full commitment power, then he can

be granted a broad patent to which he commits to follow the optimal allocation with

regard to future innovations, sharing rights in exchange for fees from future innovators.

Under that implementation the model is in the spirit of Green and Scotchmer (1995).

The allocation is also similar to standard notions of a patent pool in the sense that many

innovators have jointly contributed to the research line, and as such, they would share
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in the profits of their joint effort. Here, however, the pool is ever growing as a result

of the ever-improving nature of the product. More specifically, new innovators may join

the pool for a fee; in exchange they receive a fraction d1
d0+d1

of pool profits. Whenever a

new innovator joins the pool, then, all the existing innovators’ shares drop by the same

proportion to make room. A new innovator’s share is initially d1
d0+d1

; it is reduced to

d1
d0+d1

(1− d1
d0+d1

) after the second innovator joins, and further reduced to d1
d0+d1

(1− d1
d0+d1

)2

after the third innovator joins, etc. One can verify that the expected discounted shares

for each new innovator is indeed d1, the duration promise in the planner’s allocation.13

In the setup we have used, the existing innovators would never want to exclude a

new innovator willing to pay the entry fee, even if they weren’t obligated to by the

commitment of the contract. To see this, notice that the marginal innovator c = d1

makes zero profit from joining the pool and improves total pool profits by contributing

an improvement; lower cost types contribute the same. However, if contracting could

only take place after the new improvement spent c, there would be a simple hold-up

problem. One can interpret the planner’s role here as to limit this hold-up. To do so,

the planner should insist on a “non-discriminatory” policy for new pool entrants that

forces the pool to pre-specify the “fair” or “reasonable” price at which they will allow

new members to join the pool, and accept membership from anyone who wants to pay

the entry fee.

This gives a new role for regulation of patent pools. Policymakers have insisted that

pools treat users of the pool’s patents in a way that is FRAND.14 The motivation for this

policy is that a patent pool among a fixed set of innovators is like a merger between the

members, and therefore care must be exercised to make sure that patent pools don’t have

the anticompetitive effects of mergers on the pool’s users.15 The model proposed here

13Denote the arrival time of the nth innovator whose cost is below d1 as τn. The first innovator’s share

is d1

d0+d1
(1− d1

d0+d1
)n−1 between τn and τn+1, and the expected discounted (to τ1) duration of the random

interval [τn, τn+1] is
1

r+λF (d1)

(

λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

)n−1

. Therefore, the first innovator’s expected discounted shares

is
∑∞

n=1
d1

d0+d1
(1 − d1

d0+d1
)n−1 1

r+λF (d1)

(

λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

)n−1

=
d1

d0+d1

1
r+λF (d1)

1−
λF (d1)

r+λF (d1)

d0
d0+d1

=
1

r+λF (d1)

d0+d1−
λF (d1)

r+λF (d1)d0

d1 = d1,

where the last equality follows from the binding PK constraint d0 + d1 = 1
r+λF (d1)

+ λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

d0.
14See, for example, Lerner and Tirole (2008).
15This idea is the basis of the model of patent pools in Lerner and Tirole (2004), where pools have
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considers how pools should be allowed to contract with potential new members, given

the fact that new members increase total profits but erode pool members’ share of the

profits. To focus on the issue of how pools form, we specifically study a case where there

are no welfare consequences of the pool’s treatment of the users of the pool’s product.

Note that policies without sharing can be implemented in a much simpler way from

the licensing or litigation. Consider the optimal policy starting from d = d̄. In this

case the policy can be decentralized through a rule that depends only on reports of

arrivals. In particular, each arrival needs only to pay an entry fee, at which point they

are given the sole right to profit; that is, a completely exclusionary patent that infringes

on nothing, and allows the holder to exclude all past innovators. The innovator who

most recently paid the fee unambiguously has all the rights.

Consider, by contrast, some initial d > d̄ where there is forever d0 > 0 and d1 > 0.

Here decentralization requires something other than just reports of arrivals; sharing

rules conditional on those reports are essential. We view all of these constructions as

potentially generating costs relative to cases without sharing. In the next section we

consider the extreme case, where sharing is so costly that the planner must avoid it

altogether.

5 Conflict-free policies

Optimal policies in Section 3 included a particular sense of potential conflict, stem-

ming from sharing between multiple rights holders promised at a given history. In

practice, patent litigation is expensive, suggesting that shared rights may be costly. In

this section we consider the extreme case where the costs of sharing are so high that

sharing must be avoided completely.

The planner could avoid conflict resulting from shared rights by restricting attention

to policies without sharing, which, upon the arrival of a new innovation, ends the rights

of previous rights holders. This translates to the same model of Section 3, but under

welfare consequences similar to the ones found in models of mergers, based on monopoly markup by

the pool.
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the restriction that d0 = 0. Since avoiding conflict in this sense adds a constraint, doing

so always comes at a cost. In this section we will ask two questions: First, what are the

implications of following such a policy? And second, what can we say about the costs

imposed by avoiding conflict?

5.1 Optimal policies

Recall that it is optimal to choose d0 = 0 in the region [0, d̄] in Proposition 1. There

the PK constraint d1 ≤ F−1
(

1−rd
λd

)

≡ g(d) binds if and only if d exceeds a threshold d∗.

Here the PK constraint is also d1 ≤ g(d) because d0 = 0 is imposed. Unsurprisingly, the

PK constraint binds if and only if d exceeds some threshold, denoted as d∗∗. Appendix

A defines g(d∗∗) as the unconstrained optimal d1 for the right-hand side of the Bellman

equation under d0 = 0.16 So the constraint d1 ≤ g(d) binds only if d > d∗∗ (i.e.,

g(d) < g(d∗∗)); if d ≤ d∗∗, d1 equals the unconstrained maximizer g(d∗∗).

Proposition 2 When d0 = 0 is imposed in (11) and (12), the optimal policy rule is

d1(d) =







g(d∗∗), d ≤ d∗∗;

g(d), d ≥ d∗∗,

where d∗∗ is a number in (0, d̄] and d̄ is defined in (13) of Section 3. The rule can be

summarized as d1 = min(g(d), g(d∗∗)). Furthermore, d∗∗ = d̄ if and only if F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄).

Given d∗ < d̄, why is d∗∗ = d̄ possible? In the case with sharing the unconstrained

optimal d1 is strictly above d̄, since the cost of raising d1 above d̄ is not first order:

small increases in d1 above d̄ are perfectly smoothed across future ideas through sharing.

Without sharing, however, any increase in d1 above d̄ cannot be smoothed, and therefore

there is a first-order cost in raising d1 above d̄. This implies that it is possible in this

case to have the unconstrained optimal d1 = d̄ (i.e., d∗∗ = d̄).

16Although both g(d∗) and g(d∗∗) are unconstrained optimal d1, g(d∗) 6= g(d∗∗) because on the

right-hand side of the Bellman equation the value functions with and without sharing differ.
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Figure 3: Conflict-free policy function with uniform density.

5.2 Dynamics without sharing

Denote the duration promise of the nth innovation as dn (i.e., dn equals d1(dn−1)).

The evolution of dn critically depends on whether d∗∗ equals d̄. When d∗∗ = d̄, the

dynamics of duration promises are simple: if d ≤ d̄, then d1 = d̄; otherwise if d > d̄,

then d1 < d̄ and d2 = d̄. Hence we have

Corollary 2 If d∗∗ = d̄, then the state variable reaches d̄ in at most two innovations.

Figure 3 plots the conflict-free policy function with uniform density function. It has

two segments. The segment for d ≤ d̄ is where the PK constraint is slack, while the

segment for d > d̄ is given by d1(d) = g(d).

When d∗∗ < d̄, the distinctive feature of the dynamics of duration promises is that

they cycle. This is the clear sense in which a conflict-free policy always has more variable

technological progress.

Proposition 3 If d∗∗ < d̄, then either the promises to all odd innovations or all even

innovations are above d̄. Without loss of generality, suppose dn ≥ d̄ for all odd n. Then
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there exists a d∞ ≥ d̄ such that limn→∞ d2n+1 = d∞ and limn→∞ d2n = g(d∞) ≤ d̄.

When d∗∗ < d̄, the states fluctuate around d̄ because if dn > d̄, then g(d̄) = d̄

and the fact that g(d) is decreasing imply dn+1 = g(dn) < g(d̄) = d̄.17 This further

implies that dn+2 = min(g(dn+1), g(d
∗∗)) > g(d̄) = d̄, as the monotonicity of g(d) implies

both g(dn+1) > g(d̄) and g(d∗∗) > g(d̄). Intuitively, when the current patent protection

is large, the planner cannot implement many innovations, and therefore offers a small

reward to potential innovators. Once an innovator accepts the reward, the planner no

longer has to deal with such a large patent in place, and therefore can promise more

generous duration to the subsequent innovation. This generous duration promise, once

offered to a subsequent innovator, brings the situation back to a high level of protection.

In Appendix C we discuss the cycles in more detail.

6 Discussion

6.1 Comparison of technological progress with and without

sharing

Although welfare must be (weakly) lower without sharing, the impact on the rate of

innovations is somewhat more complicated. First, we consider the case of d∗∗ = d̄; in

that case, there are no cycles in the conflict-free policy.

6.1.1 The case of d∗∗ = d̄

For any given d, the rate of innovation is weakly higher with sharing; it is strictly

higher everywhere except d̄. (It can be verified that h(1− rd) > g(d) for d > d̄.)

Corollary 3 d1(d) is weakly higher with sharing, and strictly if d 6= d̄.

This does not, however, imply that the long-run rate of progress is higher with

sharing; the evolution of dn is endogenous, and since the planner with access to sharing

17That g(d) decreases in d follows from the definition of g(d) ≡ F−1(1−rd
λd

). That g(d̄) = F−1(1−rd̄

λd̄
) =

d̄ follows from the definition of d̄, rd̄ + λF (d̄)d̄ = 1.
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is giving out more promises starting from any d, that leads to more constraints later on.

Define dss(d) to be the steady state value of duration starting from d; in both cases it

is achieved after at most two improvements. Since steady state duration is d̄ without

sharing, and greater than d̄ with sharing so long as initial duration is not d̄, we have

Corollary 4 d1(dss(d)) is weakly higher without sharing, and strictly if d 6= d̄.

For any starting duration where sharing and no-sharing differ (d 6= d̄), the same

pattern emerges: sharing leads to faster progress initially, but, as a result of the higher

promises given out, the long-run progress is slower. The intuition is that, with sharing,

the planner perfectly smooths the duration at her disposal, offering equal duration to

every arrival. The planner prefers smooth paths because they don’t bypass low-cost

ideas at some points in time and implement higher-cost ideas later on. Without sharing,

the planner can never achieve this smoothing if the promise rises above d̄. To deliver the

large duration promise, only the lowest-cost follow-up innovations are allowed; that is, d1

is very low. Once a follow-up innovation is developed, however, the planner implements

further follow-ups at a constant rate λF (d̄). The welfare benefits of sharing come from

the benefits of smoothing: smoother progress under sharing more efficiently implements

ideas by not bypassing low-cost ideas when d1 is low.

6.1.2 The case of d∗∗ < d̄

When d∗∗ < d̄, no sharing clearly leads to more variable growth, since promises cycle.

In terms of the short-run rate of progress, if d ≥ d̄, then d1(d) is higher with sharing,

and therefore conflict-free policies have slower technological progress. If d < d̄, whether

d1(d) is higher with sharing depends on whether d∗ < d∗∗.18

The comparison of long-run growth with and without sharing could go either way in

this case. To see why the lack of sharing might lead to slower long-run growth, suppose

the contract enters a perpetual cycle for all initial promises d > d̄ and the perpetual cycle

is independent of d. (Appendix C contains such an example.) The long-run growth rate

fluctuates between λF (g(d∞)) and λF (g(g(d∞))), and the average may be lower than

18Although we could not prove d∗ < d∗∗ analytically, it holds in all of our numerical examples.
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λF (d̄). If d is only slightly above d̄, the growth rate of the sharing contract will be

arbitrarily close to λF (d̄), and dominate the average growth rate without sharing.

In the next subsection, we further the point about sharing and convexification by

describing an environment where the initial duration promise may be large, due to the

special costs that might come with being a market pioneer. In that environment, the

property in Corollary 4 that no-sharing leads to faster long-run growth is restored.

6.2 Application: ironclad patents and rewarding a market pi-

oneer

A fundamental force in the model is that rewards for innovation come through market

profits, and those profits are limited. As such, it is natural to consider how the planner

might respond to a special innovation that opens the door for future improvements

but requires extra rewards in order to be developed, such as a pioneering innovation

that begins the process. One interpretation of this pioneer is as an “standard-essential

patent,” which is commonly associated with key early innovations in a patent pool.

Our construction of the optimal contract allows for direct analysis of a first innovation

that differs from subsequent innovations. Suppose that this first arrival is similar to the

others, in the sense that its arrival and investment are unobserved, but is different from

subsequent innovations in terms of the cost of investment and the quality improvement.

To make the analysis as simple as possible, we assume, in the language of Scotchmer

(1999), that the pioneering innovation has quality q and a deterministic cost c. Since

the pioneer’s benefit from innovation is dpq when he is allocated discounted duration

dp, pioneering only occurs if the pioneer is offered dp ≥ c/q. In other words, if either

the cost of pioneering is unusually large (as documented in Robinson et al. (1994)) or

the initial quality is low (as is natural if the pioneering innovation is mostly valued for

its ability to generate more marketable improvements), the pioneer must be offered a

high duration promise. This high promise matches the privileged position of a standard-

essential patent in practice. The system then evolves as in prior sections, with dp acting

as an initial condition for the duration promise.
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We focus on the case where the promise dp satisfies g(dp) =
1

r+λF (r−1)
, i.e., g(g(dp)) =

r−1. The promise is large in the sense that the PK constraint binds with and without

sharing. If sharing is possible, a high promise to the pioneer is realized by continuous

sharing: the rate of innovation is constant, and that rate is lower the larger is the

pioneer’s promise. A larger promise translates to a greater share of future profits for the

pioneer, and therefore only lower-cost improvements are profitable.

If sharing is impossible, an initial large promise dp leads to an initial rate of progress

lower than with sharing, as the high duration promise to the pioneer can only be realized

through severe exclusion restrictions. One can think of such a patent as ironclad in the

sense that it keeps many potential entrants out of the market. However, once an idea

whose cost is lower than g(dp) = 1
r+λF (r−1)

arrives, it will be developed and break the

ironclad patent. In other words, the pioneer’s rights are stronger without sharing, but

are fully gone sooner. Since the duration promise to the low-cost idea, g(dp), satisfies

g(g(dp)) = r−1, the PK constraint becomes slack immediately after the development

of the low-cost idea. The continuation contract starts afresh as if the planner is not

committed to any duration promise. As we mentioned, sharing leads to smooth progress

due to constant sharing with the pioneer, while avoiding conflict forces the planner to

temporarily reduce progress, but allows progress to rise later on. This leads to a less

smooth (and costly) path of progress without sharing.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have constructed optimal allocations for a sequence of innovators

who, due to moral hazard, must be rewarded with profit-making opportunities. We

have shown that the optimal allocations involve sharing so that more than one firm get

a share of future profits. We interpret this sharing as patents that infringe on prior art,

together with licensing. We show how the licensing contract can be implemented with

an ever-growing patent pool and provide theoretical foundations for observed practices

like patentability requirements and infringement, as well as weak patent rights. By

constructing allocations that do not allow the planner to use shared rewards, we can
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explore the role of licensing contracts in technological progress. Sharing contracts lead

to smoother progress. They also lead to faster progress initially.

We focus on the extreme case where the planner either uses sharing, or the cost of

sharing is infinite. A natural topic for future research is to see what degree of sharing the

planner would choose if faced with a finite cost of assigning shared rights. The trade-off

in making that decision is highlighted by the analysis here: Sharing is valuable as a

convexification device.

Appendix A: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1: Inequalities (5) and (7) imply U(c, 0) = 0. �

Proof of Lemma 2: If C(ht) = 1, then (6) implies that U(c, c, 1) ≥ 0. If an innovator
has cost c′ < c, reports c, and invests, then his payoff is positive because

U(c′, c, 1) = U(c, c, 1) + c− c′ ≥ c− c′ > 0.

By contradiction, suppose C(h′
t) = 0. Then inequality (7) implies

0 = U(c′, 0) ≥ U(c′, c, 1),

which contradicts U(c′, c, 1) > 0. This contradiction implies C(h′
t) = 1. �

Proof of Lemma 3: Because U(c, 0) = 0 in σ, the modified mechanism σ̃ delivers
the same payoff to innovator i. To see that σ̃ is still IC, note that if another innovator
has cost c′ but reports c, then his payoffs when he does and does not invest under σ̃
are U(c′, c, 1) = −c′ and U(c, 0) = 0, respectively. IC constraints (6) and (7) are still
satisfied. To show V (σ̃) = V (σ), note that the cutoff c̄ in σ̃ is identical to that in σ, and
the cutoff is what matters for welfare. �

Proof of Lemma 4: The definition of d1(ht) and (5) imply

U(c, c, 1) = U(c, 0) + d1(ht)− c ≤ d1(ht)− c.

If c = c̄, then 0 ≤ U(c, c, 1) implies d1(ht) ≥ c = c̄. If c < c̄, pick a small ǫ > 0 such that
c < c̄− ǫ. We have

U(c, c, 1) ≥ U(c, c̄− ǫ, 1)

= U(c̄− ǫ, c̄− ǫ, 1) + c̄− ǫ− c

≥ c̄− ǫ− c.

Therefore, d1(ht) ≥ c̄− ǫ for any small ǫ > 0. This shows that d1(ht) ≥ c̄. �
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Proof of Lemma 5: If c ≤ c̄, define {Ĩ(hs, i); s ≥ t, hs follows ht} such that

E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)Ĩ(hs, i)ds
∣

∣ht

]

= c̄.

Because E
[∫∞

t
e−r(s−t)I(hs, i)ds

∣

∣ht

]

≥ c̄, Ĩ can be obtained from I by changing some
ones in {I(hs, i); s ≥ t, hs follows ht} to zeros.

Define the fees {φ̃(hs) : s ≥ t, hs follows ht, Ĩ(hs, i) = 1} such that

U(c, 0) ≡ E

[
∫ ∞

t

e−r(s−t)Ĩ(hs, i)(ns − 1− φ̃(hs))ds
∣

∣ht

]

= 0. (14)

It is easy to verify that σ̃ is IC. Under σ̃, (5) holds because U(c̃, 0) = 0, ∀c̃. Inequality
(6) holds because if C(ht) = 1 and c̃ ≤ c̄, then U(c, c, 1) = c̄− c = U(c, c̃, 1). Inequality
(7) holds because if C(ht) = 0 and c̃ ≤ c̄, then U(c, 0) = 0 > c̄− c = U(c, c̃, 1).

To show V (σ̃) = V (σ), note that the cutoff c̄ in σ̃ is identical to that in σ, and the
cutoff is what matters for welfare. �

Proof of Lemma 6: Suppose by contradiction V (h̃s) < V (ht). Let {I(hx, i) : t <
ti ≤ x} be the optimal indicator functions for future innovators who arrive after history
ht. Define the set of unassigned instants as

S ≡ {hx : t ≤ x, I(hx, j) = 0 for all j such that t < tj ≤ x} .

The discounted expected duration of all the instants in S is equal to d(ht) = d(h̃s).
Starting from history h̃s, we design an indicator function Ĩ that achieves the same

value as V (ht). First, Ĩ treats future innovators after history h̃s in the same way as I
treats future innovators after history ht. Second, the planner uses the instants from S
to fulfill the promises made to prior innovators (those who arrive before history h̃s). If
there is only one prior innovator at h̃s, that innovator is entitled to the entire d(h̃s) and
hence will receive all the instants in S. If there are two prior innovators who are entitled
to durations D1 and D2 (D1+D2 = d(h̃s)), respectively, then the planner can split S into
two disjoint subsets, S1 and S2 (S1 ∪ S2 = S), and assign the instants in S1 to the first
innovator and the instants in S2 to the second. Note that S1 and S2 must be adjusted
carefully to ensure that the durations (D1, D2) are exactly delivered. Because S con-
tains a continuum of instants and each instant has a measure of zero, this split is always
feasible.19 Similar arguments hold when more than two prior innovators are entitled to a
share of d. To summarize, we can design an indicator function Ĩ that achieves the same
value as V (ht), contradicting that V (h̃s) is the optimal value starting from history h̃s. �

For convenience, we transform the Bellman equation (12) into the following (15).

Define d̃ ≡ 1
r+λF (d1)

, and hence 1 − rd̃ = λF (d1)
r+λF (d1)

. Using g(d̃) ≡ F−1
(

1−rd̃

λd̃

)

= d1, we

19In fact, there is a continuum of different ways to choose the right subsets S1 and S2. This means
that the optimal indicator function in the planner’s problem is not unique.
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can rewrite (12) as

V (d) = max
d̃∈[(r+λ)−1,r−1]

d0∈[0,r−1−g(d̃)]

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)V
(

g(d̃) + d0

)

(15)

subject to d ≤ d̃+ (1− rd̃)d0.

Proposition 1 The solution to (15) is

V (d) =







d∗λR(g(d∗)) + (1− rd∗)VR(g(d
∗)), d ≤ d∗;

dλR(g(d)) + (1− rd)VR(g(d)), d ∈ [d∗, d̄];
VR(d) ≡ r−1λR (h(1− rd)) , d ≥ d̄,

(16)

where VR(·) is the relaxed value function defined in Lemma A.3 and d∗ is the uncon-
strained maximizer of d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃)). V (·) is concave and its derivative
is continuous at d̄. The optimal policy rule is

(d0(d), d1(d)) =







(0, g(d∗)), d ≤ d∗;
(0, g(d)), d ∈ [d∗, d̄];
(d− h(1− rd), h(1− rd)) , d ≥ d̄.

Proof: This proof proceeds in several steps, and relies on the property of VR(·) in
Lemma A.3.

First, we show the concavity of V (·) both below and above d̄. d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1 −
rd̃)VR(g(d̃)) is concave in d̃, because Lemmas A.1, A.2 and A.3 show that d̃R(g(d̃)) and
(1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃)) are concave in d̃, and VR(d) is concave in d.

Second, we show that the maximizer d∗ < d̄. It is sufficient to verify that

(

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃))
)′
∣

∣

∣

∣

d̃=d̄

< 0.

It follows from the definition of VR(·) that

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃)) ≤ VR(d̃), ∀d̃,

and the equality holds at d̃ = d̄. Because both d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃)) and VR(d̃)
are concave, they must be tangent at d̄, that is

(

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃))
)′
∣

∣

∣

∣

d̃=d̄

= V ′
R
(d̄) < 0. (17)

Third, V ′(·) is continuous at d̄, which implies that V (·) is globally concave. It follows
from (17) that

lim
d↑d̄

V ′(d) = V ′
R
(d̄) = lim

d↓d̄
V ′
R
(d) = lim

d↓d̄
V ′(d).
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Fourth, we verify the Bellman equation (15). Because V coincides with VR when
d ≥ d̄, we only verify (15) on [0, d̄]. Pick a feasible (d0, d̃) such that d0 > 0. We will
show that V (d) ≥ d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃) + d0) as follows. If d̃ ≥ d̄, then

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR

(

g(d̃) + d0

)

< d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃))

≤ d̄λR(g(d̄)) + (1− rd̄)VR(g(d̄))

= V (d̄) ≤ V (d),

where the second inequality follows from
(

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃))
)′
∣

∣

∣

∣

d̃=d̄

< 0. If

d̃ < d̄, then

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR

(

g(d̃) + d0

)

= d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)VR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)

∫ d0

0

V ′
(

g(d̃) + x
)

dx

≤ V (d̃) + (1− rd̃)

∫ d0

0

V ′
(

d̃+ (1− rd̃)x
)

dx = V
(

d̃+ (1− rd̃)d0

)

≤ V (d),

where the first inequality relies on g(d̃) + x ≥ d̃+ (1− rd̃)x and the monotonicity of V ′,
and the second inequality relies on the monotonicity of V (·).

Finally, the policy rule can be easily derived from the value function V (·). �

When d0 = 0 is imposed in (15), the Bellman equation becomes

W (d) = max
d̃∈[(r+λ)−1,r−1]

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)W (g(d̃)), subject to d ≤ d̃,

where W (·) denotes the conflict-free value function.

Proof of Proposition 2: First, we show that W is weakly decreasing and concave.
Let B([0, r−1]) be the collection of bounded functions on [0, r−1] and define an operator
T : B([0, r−1]) → B([0, r−1]) by

(Tw)(d) = max
d̃∈[(r+λ)−1,r−1]

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)w(g(d̃)), subject to d ≤ d̃.

We can easily verify that T satisfies the Blackwell’s sufficient conditions and is a con-
traction mapping. Hence T has a unique fixed point W (·). To show that W (·) is weakly
decreasing and concave, it is sufficient to prove that T maps any weakly decreasing
and concave function w(·) into a weakly decreasing and concave function. It follows
from Lemmas A.1 and A.2 that λd̃R(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)w(g(d̃)) is concave in d̃. Therefore,
(Tw)(·) is concave. The monotonicity of (Tw)(·) follows from the fact that the feasibility
set in the Bellman equation shrinks with higher d.

Second, we verify the optimal policy rule for d1. Let d
∗∗ be the unique maximizer of

d̃λR(g(d̃))+(1− rd̃)W (g(d̃)). Then W (·) is flat below d∗∗, but strictly decreasing above
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d∗∗. In other words, the PK constraint d ≤ d̃ binds if and only if d > d∗∗. When it
binds, the choice of d1 is pinned down by the constraint d̃ = d, that is, d1 = g(d). When
the PK constraint doesn’t bind, d̃ = d∗∗ and d1 = g(d∗∗). To summarize, the optimal
policy is d̃(d) = max(d, d∗∗), or equivalently d1(d) = min(g(d), g(d∗∗)).

Third, we show that d∗∗ ≤ d̄. By contradiction, suppose d∗∗ > d̄, then g(d∗∗) < d̄ <
d∗∗. Hence, W (g(d∗∗)) = W (d∗∗) and the Bellman equation implies

W (d∗∗) = d∗∗λR(g(d∗∗)) + (1− rd∗∗)W (g(d∗∗)) = d∗∗λR(g(d∗∗)) + (1− rd∗∗)W (d∗∗),

which implies

W (d∗∗) = r−1λR(g(d∗∗)) < r−1λR(d̄).

This is a contradiction as the planner can obtain at least r−1λR(d̄) by choosing d̃ =
d1 = d̄ and keeping duration promise at d̄ forever.

Fourth, we show that d∗∗ = d̄ if and only if F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄).
Necessity: If d∗∗ = d̄, then

W (d) =

{

r−1λR(d̄), d ≤ d̄;
dλR(g(d)) + (1− rd)W (d̄), d > d̄.

(18)

If d ≤ d̄, then g(d) ≥ d̄. Then d = d̄ solves

max
d∈[(r+λ)−1,d̄]

dλR(g(d)) + (1− rd)W (g(d)) = max
d∈[(r+λ)−1,d̄]

dλR(g(d)) + (1− rd)Γ(g(d))

= max
d∈[(r+λ)−1,d̄]

Ω(d),

where Γ(·) and Ω(·) are defined in Lemmas A.4 and A.5. Hence the first-order condition
Ω′(d)|d=d̄ ≥ 0 and Lemma A.5 imply that F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄).

Sufficiency: If F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄), then we show that W (d) defined in (18) satisfies the
Bellman equation W = TW .

When d > d̄, to show that d̃ = d is optimal, we need to show that d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1−
rd̃)W (d̄) decreases in d̃ ∈ [d̄, r−1]. Because d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1 − rd̃)W (d̄) is concave in d̃,
the monotonicity follows from

(

d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1− rd̃)W (d̄)
)′
∣

∣

∣

∣

d̃=d̄

= Γ′(d̃)
∣

∣

∣

d̃=d̄
< 0,

where the inequality is shown in Lemma A.4.
When d < d̄, we need to show that d̃ = d̄ is optimal. First, if d̃ > d̄, then the

value achieved is W (d̃) < W (d̄), hence d̃ > d̄ is not optimal. Second, if d̃ < d̄, then we
need to show that the value achieved, d̃λR(g(d̃)) + (1 − rd̃)W (g(d̃)) = Ω(d̃), increases
in d̃ ∈ [0, d̄]. It follows from Lemma A.5 and F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄) that Ω′(d)|d=d̄ ≥ 0. Hence
the monotonicity of Ω(·) on [0, d̄] follows from concavity and Ω′(d)|d=d̄ ≥ 0. �
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Proof of Proposition 3: Suppose dn ≥ d̄ for all odd n. To show that a bounded
sequence {d2n+1;n ≥ 0} converges, it suffices to show that it is monotone. If d1 ≤ d3,
then because g(·) is decreasing, d2 = g(d1) ≥ g(d3) = d4, which implies

d3 = min(g(d2), g(d
∗∗)) ≤ min(g(d4), g(d

∗∗)) = d5.

By induction, the sequence {d2n+1;n ≥ 0} is increasing in n. A symmetric argument
shows that the sequence is decreasing in n if d1 ≥ d3. �

Auxiliary results for Appendix A

Lemma A.1 dR(g(d)) ≡ d
∫ g(d)

0
(r−1 − c)f(c)dc is strictly concave in d ∈ [0, r−1].

Proof: The derivative of R(g(d)) is
(

∫ g(d)

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc

)′

= −(r−1 − g(d))f(g(d))
(r + λF (g(d)))2

λf(g(d))

= −(r−1 − g(d)) (r + λF (g(d)))d−1λ−1.

Hence the first derivative of dR(g(d)) is
∫ g(d)

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc− (r−1 − g(d))
(

λ−1r + F (g(d))
)

=

∫ g(d)

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc+ (g(d)− r−1)F (g(d)) + λ−1rg(d)− λ−1

=

∫ g(d)

0

(g(d)− c)f(c)dc+ λ−1rg(d)− λ−1.

The second derivative of dR(g(d)) is

g′(d)
(

F (g(d)) + λ−1r
)

< 0,

because g′(d) < 0. This verifies the strict concavity of dR(g(d)). �

Lemma A.2 If v(·) is decreasing and concave, then (1 − rd)v(g(d)) is concave in d ∈
[0, r−1] under Assumption 1.

Proof:

((1− rd)v(g(d)))′ = −rv(g(d)) + (1− rd)v′(g(d))g′(d)

= −rv(g(d))− v′(g(d))(1− rd)
(r + λF (g(d)))2

λf(g(d))

= −rv(g(d))− v′(g(d))
F (g(d))(r+ λF (g(d)))

f(g(d))
.

Assumption 1 and g′(d) < 0 imply that F (g(d))(r+λF (g(d)))
f(g(d))

decreases in d. Because both

−v(g(d)) and −v′(g(d)) decrease in d, we know that ((1− rd)v(g(d)))′ decreases in d.
This verifies concavity. �
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Lemma A.3 (Relaxed problem) When d0 ≥ 0 is not imposed, the solution to (12)
is

VR(d) = r−1λR (h(1− rd)) , (19)

which is concave and strictly decreasing in d ∈ [0, r−1]. The policy rule is

d0 = d− h(1− rd), d1 = h(1− rd).

Proof: To show the monotonicity and concavity of VR(·), it is equivalent to show that
V ′
R
(d) is negative and decreasing in d.

V ′
R
(d) = −λR′(d1)h

′(1− rd) =
−R′(d1)

(F (d1)d1)
′ =

−(r−1 − d1)

d1 + F (d1)/f(d1)
,

which is negative and increasing in d1 under Assumption 1. Because d1 decreases in d,
V ′
R
(d) is decreasing in d.
Next we verify the Bellman equation (12). Pick a feasible (d̃0, d̃1), and let d̃2 ≡

h(1− r(d̃1 + d̃0)). Substituting rd̃0 = 1− rd̃1 − λd̃2F (d̃2) into the PK constraint yields

r

r + λF (d̃1)
λF (d̃1)d̃1 +

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
λF (d̃2)d̃2 ≤ 1− rd. (20)

The objective on the right side of (12) is

λR(d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
+

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
VR(d̃1 + d̃0) =

λR(d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
+

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
r−1λR(d̃2)

=
λR(h(x̃1))

r + λF (d̃1)
+

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
r−1λR(h(x̃2)),

where x̃i = λd̃iF (d̃i), i = 1, 2. Because R(h(·)) is concave,

λR(h(x̃1))

r + λF (d̃1)
+

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
r−1λR(h(x̃2)) ≤ r−1λR

(

h

(

r

r + λF (d̃1)
x̃1 +

λF (d̃1)

r + λF (d̃1)
x̃2

))

≤ r−1λR (h(1− rd)) = VR(d),

where the second inequality follows from (20). This verifies the Bellman equation. �

Lemma A.4 Γ′(d)|d=d̄ = −r−1λF (d̄) < 0, where Γ(d) ≡ dλR(g(d))+(1−rd)r−1λR(d̄).

Proof: The proof of Lemma A.1 shows that (R(g(d)))′ = −(r−1−g(d)) (r + λF (g(d)))d−1λ−1,
hence

Γ′(d)|d=d̄ = −(r−1 − g(d̄))
(

r + λF (g(d̄))
)

+ λR(g(d̄))− λR(d̄)

= −1 + d̄r − r−1λF (d̄) + λd̄F (d̄) = −r−1λF (d̄) < 0.

�
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Lemma A.5 Ω′(d)|d=d̄ =
(

1− F (d̄)

d̄f(d̄)

)

(Γ′(d)|d=d̄), where

Ω(d) ≡ dλR(g(d)) + (1− rd)Γ(g(d)),

and Γ(·) is defined in Lemma A.4. Hence Ω′(d)|d=d̄ ≥ 0 if and only if F (d̄) ≥ d̄f(d̄).

Proof: Ω′(d)|d=d̄ =
(

1 + (1− rd̄)g′(d̄)
)

(Γ′(d)|d=d̄). It follows from

1− rd̄ =
λF (d̄)

r + λF (d̄)
, g′(d̄) = −

(

r + λF (d̄)
)2

λf(d̄)
,

that

1 + (1− rd̄)g′(d̄) = 1− F (d̄)
(

r + λF (d̄)
)

f(d̄)
= 1− F (d̄)

d̄f(d̄)
.

�

Appendix B: Extensions

Allowing value to vary with cost

Rather than taking the size of quality improvement to be 1, suppose that value is
related to cost according to c = H(v). The quality of the product increases by v every
time an innovation is made. To simplify the analysis, we assume that a better idea (i.e.,
that with a higher v) always implies a higher rate of return v

c
.

Assumption 2 v
H(v)

increases in v.

Consider an IC mechanism where the planner asks the innovator to report his type v.
The planner chooses a subset A ⊆ R+ and recommends investment if and only if v ∈ A.
If the innovator’s reported v belongs to A, then d1(v) is the duration offered, Λ(v) is the
expected profits from contributions by other innovators, and Φ(v) is the expected fees
charged to the innovator. If v does not belong to A, then Lemma 1 shows that there is
no reward or punishment.

First, as in Scotchmer (1999), Assumption 2 implies that A = [v̄,∞) for some v̄ ≥ 0.
Equivalently, we show that if v1 ∈ A and v1 < v2, then v2 ∈ A. By contradiction, suppose
v2 /∈ A. Because v1 prefers to invest, d1(v1)v1 ≥ H(v1). Therefore a contradiction arises
from

0 ≤ v1

(

d1(v1)−
H(v1)

v1

)

+ Λ(v1)− Φ(v1) ≤ v2

(

d1(v1)−
H(v1)

v1

)

+ Λ(v1)− Φ(v1)

< v2

(

d1(v1)−
H(v2)

v2

)

+ Λ(v1)− Φ(v1) ≤ 0,
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where the third inequality follows from Assumption 2. The last inequality states that
the payoff of a type v2 innovator must be nonpositive if he reports v1, since he is rec-
ommended to not invest and receive nothing. Choosing v̄ as the minimum in A finishes
the proof.

Second, the optimal contract satisfies d1(v) = H(v̄)
v̄

for all v ≥ v̄. Suppose an IC

contract recommends investment in [v̄,∞). That type v̄ invests requires d1(v̄) ≥ H(v̄)
v̄

.
Moreover, incentive compatibility implies that the duration d1(v) is increasing in v.

Hence d1(v) ≥ H(v̄)
v̄

for all v ≥ v̄ in any IC contract. As in Scotchmer (1999), we argue

that the contract {d1(v) = H(v̄)
v̄

,Λ(v) = Φ(v), ∀v ≥ v̄} is optimal. It is trivially IC
since the duration promise is independent of report. More importantly, this contract
minimizes the use of limited market time.

Third, we show how offering a duration d1 =
H(v̄)
v̄

in this environment can be mapped

into our problem with fixed quality improvement. Let θ = H(v)
v

and define v(θ) to be its
inverse function. Because θ is monotonically decreasing in v, the inverse function v(·) is
well defined, and v ≥ v̄ if and only if θ ≤ d1. If we denote the density of θ as f(θ), then
the planner’s payoff from offering d1 is

R(d1) =

∫ d1

0

(v(θ)−H(v(θ)))f(θ)dθ =

∫ d1

0

(1− θ) v(θ)f(θ)dθ.

Choosing d1 to implement types θ ∈ [0, d1] is formally equivalent to our problem to
implement c, so long as we interpret v(θ)f(θ) as the transformed density for θ and
v(θ)f(θ) has a monotonic reverse hazard rate. When the planner increases duration, she
trades off developing innovations with less-and-less net social benefit against foreclosing
future innovations.

Sharing may arise with endogenous innovation size

As in Hopenhayn et al. (2006), time is discrete (i.e., t = 0, 1, ...) and there is one
innovator each period. To achieve a quality improvement of size e, an innovator of type
θ incurs cost e2

2θ
. Type θ measures efficiency as higher θ implies lower marginal cost. If

an innovator is promised duration D, then he chooses innovation size e to

max
e

De− e2

2θ
,

which yields e = θD. The social planner’s gain from each innovation is
∑∞

t=0 e(1+r)−t =
(1+r)e

r
, where r is the discount rate.

To make our point in the simplest setting, we focus on the sharing between the
first two innovators (i.e., innovators 0 and 1) in period t = 1. To do so, suppose the
two innovators receive total duration d̄0 from period 2 onwards and d̄0 is fixed. In this
setting, the allocation is described by a pair of duration promises for the two innovators
starting from period 1, (d0, d1), subject to d0 + d1 = 1+ d̄0

1+r
. Given (d0, d1), the quality

improvements for the two innovators are e0 = θ0(1 +
d0
1+r

) and e1 = θ1d1, respectively.
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The planner’s optimization problem is

V (d) = max
d0,d1,e0,e1

(1 + r)e0
r

− e20
2θ0

+
1

1 + r

(

(1 + r)e1
r

− e21
2θ1

)

subject to e0 = θ0

(

1 +
d0

1 + r

)

, e1 = θ1d1, d0 + d1 = 1 +
d̄0

1 + r
.

In this problem, the optimal sharing rule depends only on θ1
θ0

(see Figure 4):

(i) when θ1
θ0

is sufficiently small, there is full exclusion of innovator 1 (i.e., d1 = 0);

(ii) when θ1
θ0

is sufficiently large, innovator 0 exits when 1 arrives (i.e., d0 = 0);

(iii) when θ1
θ0

is neither small nor large, there is sharing (i.e., d0 > 0 and d1 > 0).

If one innovator is extremely efficient and the other extremely inefficient, then it is
optimal for the planner to assign rights solely to the efficient type. This is what happened
in Hopenhayn et al. (2006), where large heterogeneity among innovators allows the
planner to focus on policies with no sharing. In our paper, however, the heterogeneity
is not as extreme and sharing is optimal.

θ1/θ0

d0

d1

1 + d̄0

1+r

0

Figure 4: Policy functions with endogenous improvement size.

Optimality of type-independent policies

Recall from subsection 3.1 that d0(c) and d(c) are the duration promises for the
incumbents when a new type-c innovator receives a recommendation that he should and
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should not invest, respectively. We show below that the planner cannot improve welfare
by allowing d0(c) or d(c) to depend on c. In particular, consider a type-independent

policy in which the incumbents receive d0 ≡
∫ c̄

0
d0(c)f(c)dc

F (c̄)
for all c ≤ c̄ and d(not invest) ≡

∫∞

c̄
d(c)f(c)dc

1−F (c̄)
for all c > c̄.

Lemma 7 The type-independent policy achieves a weakly higher social welfare.

Proof: The planner’s expected continuation value after the innovation is
∫ c̄

0
V (d0(c) +

d1)f(c)dc, which is lower than the value under policy (d0, d1) because
∫ c̄

0

V (d0(c) + d1)f(c)dc ≤ F (c̄)V

(
∫ c̄

0

d0(c)
f(c)

F (c̄)
dc+ d1

)

= F (c̄)V (d0 + d1) ,

where the inequality follows from the concavity of V (·). Using a similar proof, we can
show that

∫ ∞

c̄

V (d(c))f(c)dc ≤ (1− F (c̄))V (d(not invest)) .

�

Optimality of d = d(no idea) = d(c)

Recall from subsection 3.1 that d(no idea) and d(c) are the duration promises for
the incumbents when no idea arrives at time t+ ǫ and when a new innovator arrives at
time t+ ǫ with a recommendation that he should not invest, respectively. Since we have
shown that d(c) does not depend on c, we denote d(c) as d(not invest).

The promise-keeping constraint in continuous time is

rd = y + λF (d1)(d0 − d) + λ(1− F (d1))(d(not invest)− d) + ḋ, (21)

where ḋ ≡ limǫ↓0
d(no idea)−d

ǫ
is the time derivative of the state variable before the next

idea arrives. To understand (21), it would be illuminating to first consider the case of
λ = 0, that is, the case with no arrival of new innovators. Rewrite (21) as ḋ = rd − y.
If the incumbents are assigned no rights (i.e., y = 0), then their duration promise
grows at the discount rate r. Otherwise if the incumbents are assigned rights y > 0,
then ḋ is deducted by y to break even. Similarly, if λ > 0, then F (d1)(d0 − d) + (1 −
F (d1))(d(not invest)−d) is the incumbents’ expected gain/loss upon the arrival of a new
innovator; the social planner must deduct this gain/loss from ḋ so that the contingent
rights offered to incumbents equal d in expectation. That is

ḋ = rd− y − (λF (d1)(d0 − d) + λ(1− F (d1))(d(not invest)− d)) .

The dynamic programming problem is

rV (d) = max
d0,d1,d(not invest),y,ḋ

λR(d1) + λF (d1) (V (d1 + d0)− V (d))

+λ(1− F (d1)) (V (d(not invest))− V (d)) + V ′(d)ḋ,

subject to (21).
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We have shown that V (·) is concave in the proof of Propositions 1 and 2. We can
use the first-order conditions and the envelope condition to immediately conclude that

Lemma 8 If V (·) is concave, then d(not invest) = d and ḋ = 0. That ḋ = 0 implies
d = d(no idea).

Proof: Let µ(d) be the Lagrange multiplier on the PK constraint (21). The first-order
conditions for d(not invest) and ḋ are, respectively,

λ(1− F (d1))V
′(d(not invest)) + λ(1− F (d1))µ(d) = 0, V ′(d) + µ(d) = 0,

which imply that V ′(d(not invest)) = V ′(d), and hence d(not invest) = d. The envelope
condition is

−(r + λ)V ′(d) + V ′′(d)ḋ− (r + λ)µ(d) = 0,

which implies that ḋ = 0 because V ′(d) + µ(d) = 0. �

Equivalence between the sequence problem and the recursive
problem

Lemma 9 Suppose the planner faces state variable d at time t0, i.e., d is the remaining
promise for an old innovator with index 0. Let ti be the arrival time of the ith innovator
(i ≥ 1), and d1(ti) and d0(ti) be the duration promises to the ith and earlier innovators at
ti, respectively. If (d0(ti), d1(ti))

∞
i=1 satisfies the PK constraint in the recursive problem,

i.e.,

d0(ti) + d1(ti) ≤
1

r + λF (d1(ti+1))
+

λF (d1(ti+1))

r + λF (d1(ti+1))
d0(ti+1), (22)

then there exists an indicator function I that delivers promise d1(tj) to any innovator j:

d1(tj) = E

[

∫ ∞

tj

e−r(t−tj)I(ht, j)dt|htj

]

, ∀j ≥ 0. (23)

(When j = 0, we interpret (d0(tj), d1(tj)) as (0, d).)

Proof: At ti, define for any innovator j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., i}

Dj(ti) ≡
{

d1(ti), j = i;
d1(tj )

d0(tj)+d1(tj )

(

∏i−1
k=j+1

d0(tk)
d0(tk)+d1(tk)

)

d0(ti), j < i.

(Intuitively, Dj(ti) is innovator j’s remaining duration at time ti delivered by the indica-
tor function I to be constructed below.) In the time interval [ti, ti+1), construct I(ht, j)
for each j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., i} such that

E

[
∫ ti+1

ti

e−r(t−ti)I(ht, j)dt|hti

]

= Dj(ti)− E
[

e−r(ti+1−ti)|hti

]

Dj(ti+1). (24)
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This construction is feasible, because (1) the total duration in [ti, ti+1) is more than
the total duration assigned to all innovators;20 and (2) the interval [ti, ti+1) contains a
continuum of instants and each instant has a measure of zero.

We verify (23) in the following. Equation (24) states

Dj(tj) = E

[

∫ tj+1

tj

e−r(t−tj)I(ht, j)dt|htj

]

+ E
[

e−r(tj+1−tj)|htj

]

Dj(tj+1).

Applying (24) to Dj(tj+1) yields

Dj(tj) = E

[

∫ tj+1

tj

e−r(t−tj )I(ht, j)dt|htj

]

+ E
[

e−r(tj+1−tj)|htj

]

.

(

E

[

∫ tj+2

tj+1

e−r(t−tj+1)I(ht, j)dt|htj+1

]

+ E
[

e−r(tj+2−tj+1)|htj+1

]

Dj(tj+2)

)

= E

[

∫ tj+2

tj

e−r(t−tj )I(ht, j)dt|htj

]

+ E
[

e−r(tj+2−tj)|htj

]

Dj(tj+2).

Repeating the above procedure, we have

Dj(tj) = E

[

∫ tj+k

tj

e−r(t−tj )I(ht, j)dt|htj

]

+ E
[

e−r(tj+k−tj)|htj

]

Dj(tj+k), ∀k ≥ 1,

which yields (23) after we take limit k → ∞. �

Appendix C: Further details for Section 5

The two-period cycle in Proposition 3 can either be forever fluctuating (i.e., d∞ > d̄
and g(d∞) < d̄) or converging to d̄ (i.e., d∞ = g(d∞) = d̄). Figures 5 and 6 plot two
dynamics of duration promises starting with d1 = 0.76. We provide sufficient conditions
for the two cases.

Proposition 4 Suppose d∗∗ < d̄ and the initial duration promise d 6= d̄.

(i) If g(g(c)) > c for all c ∈ (d̄, r−1], then d∞ = g(d∗∗).

20

i
∑

j=0

(

Dj(ti)− E
[

e−r(ti+1−ti)|hti

]

Dj(ti+1)
)

= d0(ti) + d1(ti)−
λF (d1(ti+1))

r + λF (d1(ti+1))
d0(ti+1)

≤ 1

r + λF (d1(ti+1))
= E

[
∫ ti+1

ti

e−r(t−ti)dt|hti

]

,

where the first equality follows from the definition of Dj and the inequality follows from (22).
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(ii) If f(c) ≤ r2λ−1 for all c ∈ [0, r−1], then g(g(c)) > c for all c ∈ (d̄, r−1].

Proof:

(i) If d ∈ (d̄, g(d∗∗)), then d1 < d̄ and d2 = g(g(d)) > d. Hence {g2n(d);n ≥ 0} strictly
increases with n, where g2n denotes the composition of the function g with itself 2n
times. This means that g2n(d) exceeds g(d∗∗) in finite time. Specifically, suppose
g2n̄(d) ≤ g(d∗∗) and g2n̄+2(d) > g(d∗∗) for some n̄. Then

d2n̄+1 = g(d2n̄) = g(g2n̄(d)) < d̄,

d2n̄+2 = min(g(d2n̄+1), g(d
∗∗)) = g(d∗∗),

d2n̄+3 = g(g(d∗∗)),

d2n̄+4 = min(g(d2n̄+3), g(d
∗∗)) = g(d∗∗).

That is, the states will cycle between g(d∗∗) and g(g(d∗∗)) starting from 2n̄ + 2.

(ii) If f(c) ≤ λ−1r2 for all c ∈ [0, r−1], then g′(d) = − (r+λF (g(d)))2

λf(g(d))
< −1 for all d,

and (g(g(d)))′ > 1 for all d. If d > d̄, then the mean value theorem implies
g(g(d))− d̄ = g(g(d))− g(g(d̄)) > d− d̄. That is, g(g(d)) > d for all d > d̄.

�

Proposition 5 Let b ∈ (d̄, r−1) be the unique solution of

λ

∫ b

0

(b− c)f(c)dc+ rb− 1− λR (h(1− rb)) = 0. (25)

(i) If g(g(c)) < c for all c ∈ (d̄, b], then d∞ = d̄.

(ii) If f(c) = rααcα−1 for c ∈ [0, r−1] and α is sufficiently large, then g(g(c)) < c for
all c ∈ (d̄, b].

Proof: We have b ∈ (d̄, r−1) because

λ

∫ d̄

0

(d̄− c)f(c)dc+ rd̄− 1− λR(h(1− rd̄)) < λ

∫ d̄

0

(d̄− c)f(c)dc− λR(d̄) < 0,

λ

∫ r−1

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc+ 1− 1− λR(h(1− 1)) = λ

∫ r−1

0

(r−1 − c)f(c)dc > 0.

(i) First, we show that g(d∗∗) < b. The first-order condition for d∗∗, λ (d∗∗R(g(d∗∗)))′−
rW (g(d∗∗)) + (1− rd∗∗) (W (g(d∗∗)))′ = 0, and W (·) ≤ V (·) imply

λ (d∗∗R(g(d∗∗)))′ − rV (g(d∗∗)) ≤ λ (d∗∗R(g(d∗∗)))′ − rW (g(d∗∗))

≤ 0 = λ
(

d̃R(g(d̃))
)′

− rV (g(d̃)),
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where d̃ = 1
r+λF (b)

and the equality follows from the definition of b in (25). That

λ (dR(g(d)))′ − rV (g(d)) decreases in d implies d∗∗ > d̃, which is g(d∗∗) < b.

Second, g(g(c)) < c for all c ∈ (d̄, b] and g(d∗∗) < b imply that g(g(c)) < c for all
c ∈ (d̄, g(d∗∗)]. If dn ∈ (d̄, g(d∗∗)], then dn+2 = min(g(g(dn)), g(d

∗∗)) = g(g(dn)) <
dn and {dn+2m;m ≥ 0} is a monotonically decreasing sequence. Similar to the
proof in Proposition 4, we can show that limm→∞ dn+2m = d̄. Hence d∞ = d̄.

(ii) If f(c) = rααcα−1, then F (c) = rαcα and R(d) = rα−1dα − α
α+1

rαdα+1. The rest of
this proof contains four steps.

First, if f(c) = rααcα−1 and x > 0 is a small number satisfying λ
r
e−x−x > 0, then

rb < 1− x
α
when α is sufficiently large. The equation for b is

0 = λ

∫ b

0

(b− c)f(c)dc+ rb− 1− λR(h(1− rb))

=
λ

r

(rb)α+1

α + 1
− 2α + 1

α + 1
(1− rb) +

(

λ

r

)
1

α+1

(1− rb)
α

α+1 .

Then rb < 1− x
α
follows from

(

λ

r
(rb)α+1 − (2α+ 1)(1− rb) + (α+ 1)

(

λ

r

)
1

α+1

(1− rb)
α

α+1

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

rb=1− x
α

=
λ

r

(

1− x

α

)α+1

− 2α+ 1

α
x+

α+ 1

α

(

λα

r

)
1

α+1

x
α

α+1

α→∞−→ λ

r
e−x − x > 0.

Second, we show that limα→∞ α(1−rd̄) = ∞. For any M > 0, limα→∞ α(1−rd̄) >
M because

(

rd+ λrαdα+1 − 1
)
∣

∣

rd=1−M
α

= −M

α
+ λr−1

(

1− M

α

)α+1
α→∞−→ λr−1e−M > 0.

Third, we show that g(g(c)) < c for c slightly above d̄. It is sufficient to show that
−g′(d̄) < 1, which follows from

−g′(d̄) =

(

r + λF (d̄)
)2

λf(d̄)
=

1

αλrαd̄α+1
=

1

α(1− rd̄)
< 1,

where the inequality is shown in the second step.

Fourth, we show that g(g(c)) < c for all c ∈ (d̄, b]. Let ď be the smallest c ∈ (d̄, 1]
such that g(g(c)) = c. Because g′(g(ď))g′(ď) ≥ 1, and

g′(ď) = −α−1r−1λ− 1
α (1− rď)

1
α
−1ď−

1
α
−1,

g′(g(ď)) = −(r + λF (g(g(ď))))2

λf(g(g(ď)))
= −(r + λF (ď))2

λf(ď)

= −
(

r + λrαďα
)2

λ−1r−αα−1ď1−α,
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we have

rλ1+ 1
αα2(rď)α(1− rď) ≤ (r + λrαďα)2((1− rď)/ď)

1
α ≤ (r + λ)2.

It follows from limα→∞ α(1− rd̄) = ∞ that

α2
(

1− x

α

)α (x

α

)

α→∞−→ ∞,

λα2(rd̄)α(1− rd̄) =
(

α(1− rd̄)
)2

d̄−1 α→∞−→ ∞.

Since α2(rď)α(1 − rď) remains bounded, 1 − x
α
< rď for large α. This, together

with rb < 1 − x
α
shown in the first step, imply that b < ď. Hence g(g(c)) < c for

all c ∈ (d̄, b].

�

We end with numerical examples with power function density.

Example 2 (Power function density) Suppose the density is f(c) = αcα−1 for α > 1
and r = λ = 1. Figure 7 plots the policy function when α = 3: d1(d1(·)) is steeper
than the 45-degree line in a neighborhood of d̄ and cycles are amplified over time. The
sufficient condition in Proposition 4 is satisfied and cycles last forever. However, when
α is sufficiently large, the sufficient condition in Proposition 5 is satisfied and the states
converge to d̄. Figure 8 plots the policy function when α = 6: in contrast to that in
Figure 7, d1(d1(·)) is flatter than the 45-degree line and cycles disappear eventually.
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